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What's behind the computer keyboard?

Servicing the RCA CTC 108 unitized chassis

Module Update

PTS CORPORATION
No. 10 in a series
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General Electric EP93X168
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Intermittent voltage drop was
traced to a griplet in this tuner
control and by-passed with a
PTS automatic update.
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The griplet was unreliable. It was
designed to connect foil on both sides
of the module board. And when

be

griplet failed, voltage dropped out
in the 7.5 volt supply. Video was ost.

PTS computerized

repair logs pointed
finger
a
at this excessive failure.
Now PTS automatically updates every
EP93X168 with a jumper wire for a solid
connection. Automatic updates are
only one reason thousands of service
technicians specify quality PTS rebuilt
tuners and modules. You can also
depend on complete overhaul, stringent
testing in live chassis, fast service
and nationwide availability. So in
addition to complete repair, you actually
get a better module with PTS
automatic updates.

You'll find PTS quality rebuilt modules
with automatic updates at over 1,500
locations nationwide. For the name
of the location nearest you and your
free copy of the PTS Price and
Technical Information Guide, use the
reader response card or write:
PTS Corporation, P.O. Box 272,
Bloomington, IN 47402.
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THE ONLY ELECTRONIC PARTS
COMPANY YOU'LL EVER NEED.
You can hunt everywhere for hard -to-find parts

and the most up-to-date radio, tv and computer
components. Or you can call MCM.
MCM's wide selection of electronic replacement
parts and original semiconductors are all high
quality name brands such as Toshiba, NEC, Sanyo,
Hitachi, Sony and Matsushita. And they're in stock!

MCM offers more than just the right parts. When
we take your order, we make sure it's carefully
packaged and shipped direct within 24 hours. We
not only guarantee our parts, but our prompt,
personal service as well.

Good service and quality electronic parts doesn't
mean we're expensive. Check around.
You'll find you can count on incredible
savings with MCM.
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Don't settle for second best
electronic parts!

... demand

MCM

CALL TODAY for Your FREE copy of our NEW
96 -page Summer Catalog.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-5434330
(In Ohio 1-800-762-4315.)
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of electronics...

Servicing the RCA CTC1O8
unitized chassis
By Stan Vittetoe, CET
Servicing unitized chassis, as opposed to modular chassis,
requires a high degree of skill. Fortunately, there are many
similarities between manufacturers, so these tips on the
RCA CTC108 apply to many different chassis.

6
A few of the

puters.

instruments that

can be used for checking out
digital circuitry are a wide band oscilloscope and a logic
system analyzer, which includes a signature analyzer, a
logic analyzer and a DVOM.
The article on page 16 explains one way digital circuitry is used in electronics.
(Photo courtesy of B&K Precision.)

What's behind the computer keyboard?
By Joe Carr
The keyboard is the computer operator's means of "talking"
to the computer, so understanding the workings of the
keyboard is an important step in troubleshooting microcom-

54

Test your electronic knowledge
By Sam Wilson, ISCET test director
See how you would do on the Certified Electronic Technician test. This month's questions cover resistors.
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Next month...
Advances in flat-plan LCD technology
have enabled BBC-Metrawatt/Goerz to
introduce a new digital scope that
measures only 10" x 7" x 3.5" when folded and weighs only 4.3 pounds. The October Technology department describes
this instrument, which combines the
capabilities of a digital scope,
multimeter and transient recorder.
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EDITORIAL

Hey good buddy
In 1975 the FCC made a few changes relaxing
the rules governing CB radio operations. Within a
year, the FCC was receiving more than 500,000
applications per month for CB licenses.
During this period, everywhere you looked CB
antennas sprouted from cars, and drivers were
seen speeding down the road with one hand on the
wheel and the other holding a microphone to their
mouths. The airwaves crackled with CB jargon.
Anyone listening ("on the side") to Channel 19
might hear conversations such as, "Hey good
buddy, better back off the hammer. There's a
smokey with an X-ray machine up ahead." If you
knew the jargon, you knew that the speaker was
telling another driver to slow down because of a
policeman ahead with a radar unit.
Frequently it was possible to travel in unfamiliar
territory without a map. CBers who knew the area
would help guide a driver to his destination.
Someone whose car broke down could call for
help via his CB radio, and people had a great time
just chatting with each other via the CB.
An entire subculture grew up around the CB.
CBers from Boston to Los Angeles began talking
in the southern drawl characteristic of CB speech.
Terms such as "twenty" (location), "smokey"
(policeman), and "convoy" (group of travelers
driving together) entered the language. Everyone
had a "handle" (code name for a CBer). Even the
wife of the president was "First Momma."
Then several country/western style songs came
out with CB as their subject. The whole country,
it seemed, was communicating via CB and talking
about it.
Then it stopped. Abruptly. Presumably, truckers

ELEOTROA1O

and a handful of other people who spend a lot of
time on the road still use their CBs to
communicate. But it's a disused item for the most
part, these days.
CB radios are now being sold mostly as
emergency units. You buy it and put it in the
trunk next to the spare tire to use should your car
break down.
The CB craze lasted just a few years, then died.
What happened? I haven't seen any studies or
discussion on the subject, but my guess is that the
craze got started when people found that it was an
inexpensive, simple way to communicate over
distances (something that seems to have
fascinated humanity since the days of signal fires,
smoke signals and "talking" drums) and died when
they found that they really had nothing to say to
each other.
With electronic devices of all kinds being
cranked out and tried out, it seems likely that the
CB experience will be repeated. Will video games
last or are they just a fad? How about personal
computers? Where will compact digital audiodiscs,
videodiscs, videotapes and all the other new
electronic equipment be in 10 years?
I don't know the answers, and I don't know
anyone who does. But it's a subject that bears
careful consideration by anyone who purchases,
sells or services electronic equipment.
10-7 Good Buddy. We gone!
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Part 1

Servicing
the RCA CTC 108
unitized chassis
Newer TV receivers can be
classified either as unitized or
modular (with plug-in panels).
Unitized receivers often have all

the components (except tuner
systems) mounted on one large circuit board, so troubleshooting requires a high degree of skill. Fortunately, many similarities are retained by the manufacturers over
several models, and a technician
can become familiar with the circuits and the typical failures.
This article is specifically for the
RCA CTC108 chassis (Photofact
2030-2), but many explanations
and tips apply equally to CTC107,
CTC109 and CTC110, although the
component identification number
on schematics might be different.
All these receivers are the "hot

chassis" type, which have

dangerous ac voltages between
chassis ground and earth ground.
To prevent damage to test equipment and shocks to technicians,
the receiver must be plugged into
an isolation transformer. Also,
many troubleshooting procedures
call for variable line voltages, so a
combination isolation transformèr
and variable -voltage transformer
is strongly recommended.

Power supplies and start-up
In the past, troubleshooting color TV receivers usually began with
the technician making tests in the
circuits that were most likely to
cause the observed symptoms.
Sometimes, these measurements
eventually included all the supply
voltages for the suspected stages,
but the importance of testing supply voltages has a higher priority
with late -model receivers. This is
6
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because of the many voltage
sources that rectification and
filtering of horizontal -sweep
power from the flyback produce.
Remember that no do voltages can
come from these power sources
when the horizontal -sweep circuit
is dead.
Figure 1 shows a partial
schematic of several important
CTC108 power supplies, assuming
there are no defects or incorrect
adjustments. Only the + 33.5V
zener-regulated voltage source
and the SCR-regulated + 121V
source are derived directly from
the + 167V main power source.
Several other start-up and continuous operation supplies are
taken from the + 121V regulated
source. However, the + 121V
source cannot operate with more
than partial voltage until start-up
occurs and two sources of horizontal pulses are supplied to the SCR
and its control circuitry.
Various start -and -run (continous
operation) and separate start
sources and run sources are
marked on the schematic. A knowledge of these voltages and how
they perform start-up is essential for efficient troubleshooting.
Part defects can stall the startup sequence at some intermediate
stage. In some cases, for example,
R437 (which supplies start-up B +
to the driver transistor) has been
found open, causing a dead set
each time by preventing start-up.
Even worse, the resistance sometimes has increased to about 10k11,
producing erratic start-up.
Also, the shut -down circuitry
(which protects by eliminating the
driver-transistor gain) is activated

September 1983

By Stan Vittetoe, CET

by excessive amplitude of some
flyback pulses, or by excessive
high voltage or high-voltage cur-

rent. Therefore, correct start-up
can be followed instantly by shutdown, perhaps seeming to be startup failure. Either condition gives
the symptoms of loss of all sound,
high voltage and raster.

Troubleshooting startup
problems
The failure of the CTC108 to
achieve proper start-up produces a
receiver with no sound, no raster
and no high voltage. These outward symptoms can be caused

either by an inoperative

horizontal -sweep system or by a
missing start-up power -supply
voltage. Use this checklist to
locate the defect:
Measure the do voltage at input
filter -capacitor C105; it should
be + 165V or higher. If it is zero,
the F101 fuse or RF101 probably is open, perhaps from a
shorted bridge rectifier or C105
filter capacitor. A voltage between + 100V and + 120V might
indicate an open C105. When
C105 is normal, a low + 167V supply reading hints at excessive load on the bridge -rectifier
supply.
If the C105 do voltage is normal,
measure the + 20.5V supply
(CR111 cathode), the + 182V
supply (CR112 cathode) and the
collector voltage of Q412 output
transistor. If all have typical
start-up do voltages, a defect
in one of the three horizontal
stages is eliminating the horizontal sweep or the circuit is in
shut -down.
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termine whether the receiver is
in shut down. Refer to the shutdown circuit analysis later in
this article.
If the C105 voltage is approximately + 167V, but the + 121V
regulated voltage is zero, the
problem is in the SCR101 regulator circuit. (See Figure 2).

If only one of the three start-up
dc voltages is much lower than
the typical voltages shown in
Figure 1, the defect involves
the source of the incorrect voltage. Check all components in
and around the source.
If the three horizontal stages
have typical start-up dc voltages and the entire horizontal sweep system appears to be
normal, check the overvoltage
shut-down safety circuit to de-
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Figure

1.

This partial schematic shows several important power supplies.

At turn-on, before the horizontal -sweep system begins to
operate, the only CTC108 active
power sources are the + 167V
line -rectified principal source
and two others derived from it.
All three operate continuously
when the power is on. Power
from the + 167V source passes
through R102, where it is
regulated by zener diode CR105
to + 33.5V, and then applied to
the four regulator transistors.
The + 121V source is regulated
by SCR101 and sent to the collector of the horizontal -output

transistor Q412.
8
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During start-up, however,
Q412 draws no current because
it has no base drive, and the
+ 121V supply has only partial
voltage. Some voltage from the
+ 121V supply goes through
R439 to the overvoltage shutdown circuit, but that is not
essential to start-up. About 5V
comes from the + 121V supply
through R439 and R431 to the

oscillator circuit (switching
diode CR401 is reverse biased
by lack of rectified voltage from
CR111), providing weak oscillation. Similarly, about + 50V for
start-up of the Q411 driver tran-

September 1983

CTC108 is accomplished by
regulating the + 121V supply. In
turn, the 121V-supply voltage is
regulated (in part) by adjustment
of the percentage of time a filter
capacitor is charged from a source
of higher do voltage. This is integration of do voltage, a principle
used in many other makes of color
receivers.
Figure 2 shows a partial
schematic of a 121V regulator that
has four small transistors and a

sistor is obtained from the
+ 121V source through R437 and
switching diode CR406 (which
now is forward biased). All
three horizontal stages have low
do voltages, so they begin
operating correctly but weakly,
producing some horizontal
deflection and high voltage.
Pulse waveforms from the
flyback now are rectified, giving
partial voltage in several of the
supplies.
When the CR111 do voltage
rises above the start-up 5V at
the CR401 cathode, CR401
becomes forward biased, passing the higher voltage (which
overrides the start-up voltage
and gives higher voltage to
zener CR407 also) to the
oscillator transistors which then
provide increased signal to the
Q411 driver base.
When the CR112 do voltage
rises above the start-up + 50V
at the CR406 cathode, CR406
becomes reverse biased, blocking the start-up voltage coming
from R437, while the higher
CR112 voltage increases the
output signal from Q411 that
drives Q412. Therefore, the
higher dc -supply voltages force
the horizontal-sweep system to
operate more strongly. In turn,

the higher amplitude of

horizontal -sweep operation produces higher do voltages from
all the horizontal -rectified
voltage supplies. This is a

regenerative condition that
rapidly reaches maximum and
then stabilizes with the do
voltages shown on the
schematic, including correct
operation of the + 121V
regulated supply that now has
proper pulses for synchronization and SCR turn-off.

f111R1¿
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121V

TIME

Q101 ERROR AMP

R107
39K

2%

of Q104 saturation

TIMING

Q102 CONTROL

CR107=1

R111

CR109

y
0047

100K

C109

R103
THRU

R106

PRECISION
R113
DIVIDER
8113
8200

+33

+33

Q103

TIMER

5V

5V

R124
470K

200V PP
POS HORIZ
PULSES

Q104
TIMER

380V PP
NEG PULSES

R127
2.4
A

T402

SCR101
REGULATOR

T101

G

FLYBACK

+167V

+121v

SUPPLY

REGULATED

CR108

+33.5V

N

Figure 2a. This CTC108 regulator schematic has been simplified to show the
general operation more clearly.

+33V
Figure 2b. A discharged capacitor
usually is considered to have OV at
both ends. However, in the CTC108,
+ 33V is at both ends of C109 when it
is discharged following each 0104
conduction. Zero at one end and
+33V at the other represents a full
charge.

The four transistors gate -on
the SCR101 conduction at the

proper time during each
horizontal cycle. C106 integrates these dc pulses of SCR

current, and the duty cycle of
the current pulses is varied as
needed to maintain a regulated
+ 121V for the horizontal output transistor. Pulses from
Q103 and Q104 gate -on the
SCR101, and the current continues until the next negative going pulse at the SCR101
anode.
The operation of transistors
Q103 and Q104 has been
described as a multivibrator action. The circuit is not a

multivibrator oscillator, but
there are some similarities.
Notice that the Q104 collector is
directly connected by a resistor
to the Q103 base, and the Q103
collector is connected through a
resistor to the Q104 base. A
coupling capacitor at the base of
either Q103 or Q104 would have
produced a multivibrator, but

10
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C1Ú9

T

OV

01091

T

+33V

+33V

DISCHARGED

CHARGED

there is no coupling capacitor.
Instead, the circuit is a one-shot
regenerative switch that is activated when the Q103 emitter
voltage decreases to a point
that provides forward bias for
the base of NPN-polarity Q103.
A rapid regenerative action
follows (because the collector/base phases are correct for
oscillation). This action ends
with the saturation of Q104,

forcing voltage from the

+ 33.5V supply through the
Q104 emitter/collector, the
forward -biased CR108 diode,
the primary winding of T101
triggering transformer and on
to capacitor C109. Notice that
this temporarily connects one
end of C109 to the + 33.5V at
Q104's emitter while the other
end is permanently connected
to the + 33.5V supply. In other
words, C109 has just been
discharged by having the same
voltage at both ends.
Figure 2B shows why this is
true. The short-duration pulse
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current

passes through the T101

primary, generating a similar
pulse in the secondary winding
that gates-on SCR101 conduction, raising the + 121V -supply
voltage. Resistor R127 limits
the maximum current flow into
C106 and also prevents an ac
short across the flyback winding when SCR101 conducts.
Next, a circuit action must initiate the Q104 maximumcurrent pulses (that discharge
C109) at proper times.
Actually, C109 must be
discharged twice during each
horizontal cycle. One discharge
is produced during horizontal
retrace by a positive flyback
pulse through R124 to the Q104
base. This applies a pulse to the
SCR101 gate (which is ignored
because the SCR is being
turned -off by an anode pulse at
that time) and also discharges
C109, thus preparing C109 to
accept a precision -timed charge

that triggers the next

Q103/Q104 single -shot pulse.
The timing circuit includes
Q101 and Q102, which control
the slow charging of C109.
Emitter voltage for Q101 is
stabilized by zener CR105 (see
Figure 1), while the Q101 base
voltage comes from a precision
voltage divider connected between the +21V regulated supply and ground. When the regu-

lated voltage rises, for example,
Q101 has a decreased forward
bias that reduces the collector
positive voltage, which goes
through R112 to the Q102 base.
This produces decreased Q102
collector current that charges
C109 more slowly (the C109
charging current is the Q102
collector current), so a longer
time is required for the Q103
emitter (connected to C109) to
reach the critical triggering
voltage. Therefore, SCR101
current is gated-on later in the
cycle, reducing the +121Vsupply voltage to normal. Of
course, a decrease of +121V supply voltage because of increased CRT current will
reverse the action previously

described, increasing the
voltage to normal.

ALL THE BEST
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construction...Compare performance. .Compare
price You'll agree, Chromstar Il antennas and
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with TV technicians for their
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power SCR. Simply stated, the
four transistors gate the SCR into
conduction at the proper point during each horizontal -sweep cycle,
so the dc voltage from the + 167V
supply can travel through a
flyback winding, a resistor and the
SCR anode/cathode conduction
and replenish any C106 power
needed to maintain + 121V at
C106 and the SCR101 cathode.
Negative -going horizontal -sweep
pulses from T402 flyback pin 13
turn off SCR101 conduction of dc
current by making the anode more
negative than the + 121V at the
SCR cathode.
When the line voltage is low or
the picture tube draws increased
high -voltage current, the + 121V

supply voltage drops. The
regulator circuit restores the

original voltage by gating -on the
SCR101 conduction earlier in each
horizontal cycle. A longer time of
charging C106 (up to 50% of each
cycle) from the + 167V supply
raises the C106 voltage until the
desired + 121V is obtained. At the
other extreme, higher line voltage
or decreased CRT current forces
12
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the + 121V supply to a higher
voltage, which is reduced by
gating -on the SCR101 conduction
later, giving perhaps only 25%
conduction time.
The 4 -transistor circuit monitors
the + 121V -supply voltage, and
from the instantaneous dc voltage
there, it adjusts the time between
the previous horizontal pulse and
the beginning of SCR101 conduction. Once gated -on, any SCR cur-

rent continues

until

the

anode/cathode current is interrupted (becomes zero). Gating off
the SCR in this circuit is accomplished by the next negative going horizontal pulse that reaches
the anode. Therefore, regulation
correction occurs during each
horizontal cycle, with the SCR conduction just prior to each horizontal pulse.

Enhanced regulation
CTC108 regulation operates as
described in Figure 2 except for
one effect that is seldom explained. Measurements published
in the January 1980 issue of Electronic Servicing showed only 0.7V
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C410 is the principal frequency -determining component, although some resistors and do

voltages also determine and
vary the frequency. Notice that
Q401, Q402 and Q404 emitters
are connected together, sharing
a single R418 resistor. For the
purpose of analysis, imagine
that these three transistors are
one transistor with three bases.
Q402 and Q403 are connected
almost as an unbalanced
multivibrator. That is, the Q402
collector is connected directly to
the Q403 base, and the Q403 collector is connected through two
resistors to the Q402 base. Only
a coupling capacitor at the Q402
base is needed to form a
multivibrator, but this much of
the circuit cannot oscillate.
R423 and C410 form an integrator for the Q403 collector

square waves, forming

a

triangular waveform at the

with your purchase
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h

together, the Q404 base signal
affects the Q402 bias in reverse.

Q404 base. Because the three

emitters are

connected

R426
100K

CR404
R423
33K

R420
39K

TO

R421

Q401

HORIZ AFC

Q402 OSC #1

+20.1V

e

FROM
HORIZ
PHASE
DETECTOR

Q403 INVERTER
OSC #2

--s

FROM

Q414
EMITTER

R424
1500
R417
2700

R419
15K

R425

R422

TO
Q411
DRIVER
BASE

680

10K

+20.5V

C411
015

-1.5V
+20.5V

C4101
003,9/

/

OPEN

Figure

+20.5V
3. The

oscillator circuit of CTC108 can be seen clearly

in

this schematic.

For example, the triangle
positive peak at Q404 base increases the common emitter
positive voltage, which is equal
to a decrease of the Q402 base
voltage. Therefore, Q402 is cut
off. When the Q404 base
negative peak arrives, Q402 is
biased to saturation. In this
way, the three transistors
become an oscillator (but
without a frequency control).
Q401 base receives the varying
dc voltage produced by the
horizontal phase -detector action
of CR402/CR403. Also, the
Q401 base receives an adjustable dc positive voltage
from the R416 horizontal frequency control. The Q401
emitter is connected to the
Q404 and Q402 emitters, so a
change of Q401 emitter current
affects their bias and varies the
oscillator frequency.
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variation of the + 23V regulated
voltage in a CTC99 when the line
voltage was varied from 125Vac to
100Vac. That was excellent
regulation, but readings made at
line voltages lower than 100Vac
showed regulated voltages that
were higher than the source -supply
voltage. Of course this is impossible, because no derived voltage can
exceed its source.
There is another reverse proof
that SCR conduction of do power
cannot be the sole source of the
regulated voltage. Waveforms of
the CTC99 showed the maximum

R445
100

HORIZ
FROM
PIN 10

C421,1

C420
150pF

2200
C437

R435
3900

CR409

T402

conduction time of the SCR was
only about 50%, even at a 60Vac
line voltage. C106 integration of
these CTC108 50% duty-cycle do
pulses from the SCR produces only
50% of the supply voltage, and
50% of + 167V is + 83.5V, which is
far below the + 121V actually obtained. Obviously, another circuit
action is increasing the regulated voltage level.
Research conducted on the
CTC99 previously showed the
higher regulated do voltage was
produced by rectification of the
SCR -anode pulses that turn off the

I

1

ß434

XT

I15K

XT2

100µF
+32.4V+32.4V

R447
100K

CR408

+45V

14

C4 7

C433

Of

ing through R447, applies forward bias to the Q414 base. The
resulting Q414 collector current
reduces the Q413 base voltage
(increased forward bias), and
that in turn increases the Q414
voltage at the flyback
base forward bias.
T401
This is a
rapid regenTo
erative action that
ends with both
HORIZ

Q411

--Il

DRIVER

DRIVER

Q413

Q414

RAY
LATCH

IPNPI

X

X-RAY
LATCH

R433
1000

C411

015

-7 -

FROM

C437

100µF

HORIZ
OUTPUT

85V

OSC

transistors saturation

biased. When that occurs nothR452
R436
ing in the circuit can restore
390K
39.2K
CR413
1%
the original inactive condition.
N
R451
C436
The circuit action can be reset
056
only by turning off the ac power
to the receiver, waiting until all
+0.25V
\R727
R450
33K
750K
Q415 OVERCURRENT
voltage supplies have
U701
PIN 28
+0.65V
drained to zero voltage,
and switching on
FROM
1402
the
receiver
power
again. When
FLYBACK
PIN
Q413 and Q414 are latched
(with saturation forward bias) a
Figure 4. The Q413 and Q414 collectors are shown here.
positive dc voltage from the
Q414 emitter is applied to the
base of Q411. This excessive
Q413 and Q414 form a locking
forward bias eliminates all Q411
switch. The collector of Q413 is
gain, so the horizontal -sweep
connected directly to the Q414
operation stops.
base, and the Q414 collector is
As noted before, nothing can
connected directly to the Q413
unlatch the shutdown action exbase. At rest, neither transistor
cept turning off the power. Two
has C/E current. Q413 is
different conditions can acreverse biased, and Q414 has
tivate this safety shutdown
zero forward bias.
latch: one is excessive high If the Q413 cathode do voltage
voltage current; the other is exbecomes + 0.6V or more above
cessive pulse amplitude from
the Q413 base voltage, this is
the flyback. Diode CR409
forward bias that produces
receives horizontal power from
Q413 C/E current, which passpin 10 of the flyback and rec+45V

I.

15K

INCREASED

TO

SENSOR

2
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SCR conduction. Rectification of
these pulses appears to be very
unlikely, because they are negative going and ordinarily could produce

little rectified

do

voltage.

However, the + 167V introduced at
flyback pin 12 shifts the zero voltage point down on the
waveform by the equivalent of
167V peak -to -peak. Therefore,
most of the pulse height is positive
and can be rectified by the SCR
diode action until the pulses
become negative and turn off all
SCR conduction.
(To be continued next month.)

tifies it, with C421 acting as the
peak -reading filter capacitor.
This voltage (which varies

with

the flyback pulse

amplitudes) is reduced and
filtered by R434 and the
capacitors before it is applied to
the Q413 emitter. Therefore,
when the rectified positive
voltage exceeds the design
point, Q413 draws current, activating the latch as described.
Also, the low end of the high voltage winding on the flyback
is monitored by Q415 as an indication of the high -voltage current. Increased current forces
pin 2 of the T402 flyback winding to become less positive.
Q415 normally has saturation
forward bias (from R452 and
R451), so the reduced positive
voltage at the flyback decreases
(through R450) the Q415 bias
when the CRT current is excessive, and the higher Q415

collector voltage applies

(through R452, CR413 and
R436) a higher positive voltage
to the Q413 emitter, activating
the shutdown operation that
kills the horizontal sweep.
The operation of the shutdown circuit can be tested by
shorting together testpoints
XT1 and XT2. If the shutdown
operation is normal, the sound
and picture should disappear.
This circuit protects the
receiver against two basic
overloads.

ase
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tains four independent, non inverting buffers, each of which
has an active -low control line. By
connecting all four CE lines together on the two devices shown in
Fig. 4B, the input port is turned on
with the IN signal generated by
the computer. (An IN signal is generated when the port address and
control signals combine to select a
+5Vdc

R2

(LOW-R)

-

oS2

R7

>1M4

R S1
OUTPUT

particular port.)
The pair of 74125 devices forms
a single 8 -bit input port. The input
terminals on the chips are treated
the same as in Figure 3A. The
74125 is an example of a suitable
input chip. The 74126 is similar except that it uses active -high chip
enable lines. The Intel 8216 and
8226 are 4 -bit, bidirectional, non inverting and inverting, respectively, buffers used for I/O port
service. The 8212 Intel device is an
8 -bit bidirectional I/O port chip.
There are also 8 -bit input -only devices such as the 74LS244. Specialpurpose I/O chips are made for
specific microprocessor chips such
as the 6522 for the 6502 and the
Z80 -PIO for the Z80.
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Debouncing keyboards

(LOW -F)

INPUT

CE

Figure 4a. If no output port is available,
one must be provided. In a tri -state output, the third state is a high -impedance
in series with the output terminal.

Mechanical switches don't close
cleanly but bounce several times
before making solid contact. This
phenomenon is rarely a problem in
analog circuits, but in digital circuits the noise spikes produced by
contact bounce may be interpreted as valid signals. Most keyboards, therefore, require some
form of debouncing scheme.

8 -BIT
DATA BUS

DB7

+ 5Vdc

DB0

Hunter is your single source

3300Q

for the widest range of hex
tools available, including the
original "Smitty" and other
hex tool innovations. All tools
made of selected grade of
steel, heat treated and tempered to exacting specifications. For more information,
contact your Hunter Sales
Representative or write:
Easco Hand Tools, Inc., 6721
Baymeadow Drive, Glen
Burnie, Maryland 21061.

x
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x
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411-0-11--11
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gure 4b. Here, two 4 -bit chips are used to fabricate an 8-bit output port.
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There are several strategies for
overcoming contact bounce. If a
keyboard encoder IC is used, a
capacitor will fill the function (see
v+

Figure 1). In other cases, such as
Figure 3, the switch interfaces
directly to a port, so the computer
program must do the debouncing.
In those machines, the keyboard
input or scanning program will
contain a time delay loop that

reads the port data 5 to 10ms after
the port is turned on. The delay
gives the contact bounce enough
time to die out. Another technique
uses circuits such as those in Fig-

+ 5VCe

J

R2

2.7K

-L

R2
3 3K

s
C2

S1
N.C.

0.05.F

PUSH-BUTTON
SWITCH

S1

N.O.

PUSHBUTTON
SWITCH

T=1.1R.C.

T=0.7R.C.

Figure 5a. One method of "debouncing"
keyboard inputs is to use a Schmitt trigger or CMOS inverter and an RC network.

Figure 5b. The 74121 IC monostable
multivibrator produces a single pulse of
period T=0.7RC when a negative -going
pulse is applied to pin 3.

Figure 5c. A 555 Timer IC is another way
to provide a stable output pulse even if
the input "bounces."

(continued on page 44 )

One source

for thousands
of VCR parts.
RCA VCR parts are available from more than 600
authorized RCA parts distributors. See your local
RCA distributor for RCA's new VCR parts kits
they're easy to use and reuse. Each package
and features detailed
has a handy slide top
cross-references to other manufacturers'
model numbers and stock numbers.
One more thing. Kit prices are lower than
the total cost of the individual parts. So see
your RCA distributor today. Also ask for a
copy of the VCR Parts Cross Reference of
more than 8000 VCR parts (Form
1F6627) and VCR Tool Catalog (Form
1 F6857). Or write: RCA Distributor and
Special Products Division, 2000 Clements
Bridge Road, Deptford, NJ 08096.

-

Service more than 95 RCA and other brand
models with these VCR Parts Kits:
199094 and 199095 Belt Kits, 199096 Lamp Kit, 199097 Fuse Kit, 199300 IC Kit
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For more proficient color TV servicing,
in -home and on the bench .. .

RC/1

ROIl

reel.Sene,ceGu.

Vol 9

Volume 9

Field Service Guide

Color

Field Service Guide
and Service Literature Digest

TV

crc 9r

and Service Literature Digest

...

...

...

CI(' tn,

92

rc

uox

96
97

Cif

.06
m

CTC

ºº

CTCi

o6

Cif ns

CM 10,

RCA Service Literature for

Color TV Model Years
1981-1982

a,.bº

Up-to-date service information compiled
from regular RCA color TV service literature
in convenient, easy -to -use 17" x 11"
volumes that each cover two years of RCA
color TV models
designed especially for
in -home servicing but equally useful as
handy bench references
featuring:
Complete chassis and tuning system
schematics
Chassis circuit board illustrations
Disassembly/reassembly instructions
Comprehensive parts lists
Tables of common trouble symptoms
and typical causes
Quick -Find Indexes and cross references

Chassrs

fiC
Cif
Cif

no

csc

-

º

VOLUME 9 NOW AVAILABLE!
This latest addition to RCA's popular series of
service literature digests covers model years
1981-1982 and RCA color TV chassis CTC91,
92, 96, 97, 99, 101, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 115
520 pages, 17" x 11", saddlestitched .. .

...

ONLY $14.95

VOLUME 8 STILL AVAILABLE
Covers model years 1979-1980 and RCA color
TV chassis CTC 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93,
96, 97, 99, 101
424 pages, 17" x 11",

saddlestitched

...
... ONLY $12.95

SPECIAL LIMITED -TIME TWO -VOLUME OFFER!
Save $5.40... Volume 8 and 9 together cover four years of RCA color
TV models ... Order now and receive both volumes for only $22.50.
RCA Field Service Guide Order Form
Check appropriate boxes, indicate quantities & prices, enclose check payable to "RCA Consumer Electronics"

RC,'

MAIL TO: RCA TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS 1-450
P.O. Box 1976
Indianapolis, IN 46206
FIELD SERVICE GUIDES

VOLUME 9
VOLUME 8
TWO -VOLUME SPECIAL OFFER (VOLS.

PRICE

QUANTITY

PRICE TOTAL

$14.95 ea.
$12.95 ea.
8 & 9)

$22.50 ea.

(PLEASE PRINT)

NAME

TOTAL (AMOUNT OF YOUR CHECK)

STREET ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

STATE

EST 983
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SOLTEC °

OSCILLOSCOPES
Description

Model No.

Price

5100 100 MHz, Quad Trace, Portable
560
60 MHz, Triple -Trace, Portable
540P 40 MHz, Triple -Trace, Portable
540D 40 MHz, Triple -Trace, Desk Top
540M 40 MHz, Triple -Trace with -Builtin DMM, Portable
540C 40 MHz, Triple-Trace with Builtin Counter/Timer, Portable
530
30 MHz, Dual -Trace, Portable
520
20 MHz, Dual -Trace, Portable
515-2 15 MHz, Dual -Trace, Portable
515-1 15 MHz, Single -Trace, Portable
512-2 12 MHz, Dual -Trace, Portable
812-1 12 MHz, Single -Trace, Portable

$1,995.00
1,695.00
1,295.00
1,295.00
1,995.00
1,995.00
895.00
695.00
595.00
495.00
545.00
445.00

for the name of the distributor in your area and

IN

111111

I
1

Needed: Pilot TV picture tube #3KP4 (circa 1949 3 -inch CRT). John Miller,
3704 Bold Bidder Drive, Lexington, KY 40502.
Needed: Schematic with transistor part numbers for Woodson model
WI90-8 PA system. B&L TV, 7331 Highway 90 W., San Antonio, TX 78227.
Needed: Sony color CRT 470100322, Escutcheon (front panel) for Sony
color KV -1743R, Escutcheon for b/w Panasonic TR -579. Send price by post
card. Need SAMS 1225, 1273, 1335, 1371, 1382, 1392, 1497, 1505, 1509,
1522, 1681, 1723, 1742, 1881 and 1902. Will pay $3.50 each. Frederick
Jones, 407 Morningbird Court, Niceville, FL 32578.

MODEL 5100

.1.

Needed: Sencore LC -53 Z -meter. Please contact with condition and price.
Robert Query, 6346 King Louis Drive, Alexandria, VA 22312; 1-703354-3721 after 4:30 p.m.

a

TOLL FREE

800 - 423-2344

11111111111111.ffl.

Needed: Schematic, manual or operating instructions for Fairchild frequency meter (counter) model 8220 or same product made by Systron Donner. Will pay expenses or reasonable cost. Philip Clay, 5533 Roanoke,
Kalamazoo, MI 49002.

Needed: Schematic for a TV set from Canada, Fleetwood chassis no. CTS
1965. Joseph J. Eberhardt, D7 Hans Brinker Street, Box 354, Windmill
Village, North Ft. Myers, FL 33903.

CALL NOW
color catalog with full details

Readers' Exchange

1111

Needed: Back issues of Electronic Servicing & Technology from January
1979 through December 1982. Will pay reasonable price. John Ruiz, 624
Hester Ave., River Ridge, LA 70123; 1-504-737-8374.
Needed: Sams Photofact TR682 and Tekfax Vol. 101-105. C.T. Huth, 146
Schonhardt St., Tiffin, OH 44883.

rr100 MHz
2mV Sensitivity
4 Channels

8

c:

Traces

Calibrated
time base delay

Needed: Sencore VA48 TV analyzer or B&K model 1250 NTSC color bar
generator. Kenneth Selby, KDS Sales, 4124 E. Stanley Road, Mt. Morris,
MI 48458.
Needed: Schematic for Sears television, model 562, 40090301. Barney
Lonzo, P.O. Box 112-C15716, Joliet, IL 60434.
Needed: Original owner's manual and service manual for a Halicrafters
model SX-62 radio receiver. Paul Capito, 637 W. 21st St., Erie, PA 16502.

No other manufacturer offers comparable quality,
design features and proven performance in a 100 MHz Scope
at this price. Let us prove it to you!

Two Probes Included

NOW 100 MHz

$1,995.9
1500 hrs. MTBF
Glass epoxy circuit boards
2 year

warranty

on all

parts and labor

99437g9

684 Pendleton Street
Sun Valley, California 91352
213 - 767-0044
11

Needed: Power transformer for Sansui model 800 stereo receiver. Fleming's TV, Box 647, Rome, NY 13440; 1-315-337-3340.
Needed: Schematic and parts list for Philharmonic stereo grand electronic
accordion. Willing to pay cost and shipping. Picture tube #25AP22A Hi
Lite in good condition. Call or write stating price and condition. John Iannelli, 1501 Saunders Crescent, Ann Arbor, MI 48103; 1-313-662-9623.
Needed: Wiring diagram and schematic for Fisher Radio model E-48
AM/FM radio and record player. John A. Kappral, 101 Newberry Circle,
Oak Ridge, TN 37830; 1-615-482-1487,
Needed: Service or operator's manuals and schematics for Heathkit model
TS -4A sweep generator, Data Tech model 30R DMM, and Imperial (German) Carri model stereo, chassis 609. Leon Thornton, 38 Sheridian St., Ft.
Rucker, AL 36362.
Needed: Circuit print of a Blaupunkt model Typ 40323 radio, Ser.
B250C150. John Buchanan, 2065 Virginia, Detroit, MI 48206.
Needed: Deflection yoke Triad-Utrad 80-85-4C or its substitute Thordarson 4-109, Triad 4C-312-2 or Stancor DY-95AC. Edward Harrigan, 5165 S.
Magellan Drive, New Berlin, WI 53151.
Needed: Extra accessories/attachments for Don Bosco stethotracer test instrument. Also need a good electrolytic -capacitor checker. Murray's
Repair Service, 8842 Grange Hill Road, Sauquoit, NY 13456;
1-315-737-7192.

Needed: Zenith #95-3312 Power transformer. WSEP, 318 S.K St., Sparta,
WI 54656; 1-608-269-2392.

For sale: Computer Measurements Corp. model 616A frequency counter
and 1400MHz 630 heterodyne converter, $300 or will consider Collins
51J-3,4 in trade. Walter Schwartz, Lakewood Drive, Rt. 1, Box 109C, Jefferson City, TN 37760; 1-615-475-8220.
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For sale: Early radio and TV tubes; send SASE for list. Also radio and TV
prints for sets manufactured since 1946, $4.95 postpaid. Don Maurer, 29 S.
4th St., Lebanon, PA 17042.

For sale: Approximately 200 Sams from 590-1000 (most numbers past
750); $1 each plus shipping. Ezra's Electronic Service, Route 2, Box 725,
Eureka Springs, AR 72632.

For sale: Nikoltronix CB analyzer, model GN -1375; 23 channels with added

channel 22A and B; can be updated to 40 channels. All probes, cables, NiCd
batteries and instruction manual included. Fred's Electronic Sere., 1203
Corlies Ave., Neptune, NJ 07753; 1-201-988-8841.

For sale: Electronic Servicing, 1968-1980, $75 plus shipping; Sencore
TF -151 $150; Mercury model 801 CRT tester reactivator, $50. Paul S.
Funk, 607 E. Cherry Lane, Souderton, PA 18964; 1-215-723-2355.

For sale: Sencore SG 165 AM/FM stereo analyzer. Also most of Sams
Photofacts from 374-713 and Philco model 48-2500 projection TV screen.
Will accept reasonable offer. E & J Radio & TV, 211 River Ave., Holland,
MI 49423; 1-616-392-2291.

For sale: Sencore SG 165 stereo analyzer, $475; Leader LCG-396 NTSC
generator, $550; Hewlett-Packard 209A sine/aquare oscillator, $475. All in
mint condition with leads and manuals. Great Northern Video, 133 Loudon
Road, Concord, NJ 03301; 1-603-228-0412.

For sale: Hewlett-Packard model 1703A portable lab storage oscilloscope.

Dual-trace sensitivities of 10MV/div to 5V, main and delayed sweep, $2300.
Hinton TV & Video, 5130 E. Charleston Blvd., Las Vegas, NV 89122;
1-702-459-2108 (call collect).

For sale: Sencore PS163 dual -trace triggered scope; excellent condition
with two probes and manual; $575. Frank J. Wojcik, 33 Hughes St., Maplewood,

NJ 07040.

For sale: Sencore CB servicing system (CB41 and CB42 with manual),
$750. Andy Chan,

9

Corylus Court,

Rexdale,

Ontario,

Canada;

1-416-675-7985.

For sale: Dencron model MLA -2500 linear amplifier, $600; RCA model
WV -38A VOM, including high-voltage probe, $45; Leader Electronics
model LTC-905 transistor curve tracer, $100. William Shevtchuk, I Lois
Ave., Clifton,

NJ 07014;

1-201-471-3798.

For sale: Large inventory of car radio parts dated back to Packard and
Kaiser Fraizer; new and rebuilt car radio back to 1949. Catalog available.
Gorski TV-Radio, RD No. 7, Box 655, Flemington, NJ 08822.

SAMS

For sale: Complete electronics shop of Sencore test equipment, with accessories, manuals, parts modules and schematics. Send for list. N.E.
Downer, 1710 Santa Fe Terrace, Atchison, KS 66002.

COMPUTER UPDATE.
Here's news for computer technicians. Sams
library of computer books can help you keep
up-to-date on the latest in computer servicing
and technology. Some recent examples are:
THE APPLE Ile CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION which
provides a detailed circuit description of all Apple
II motherboards. No. 21959, $22.95.
CRASH COURSE IN DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY is
the fastest way to learn about digitals on the
market today. It covers all the necessary
fundamentals, components, ICs, and techniques
of digital technology. No. 21845, $19.95.
CRASH COURSE IN MICROCOMPUTERS (2nd
Edition) is an outstanding book for anyone who
needs to learn fast about microcomputers and
programming. This new edition of one of Sams
best-sellers has new chapters on 16 -bit
microcomputing, BASIC programming, photos,
an expanded applications chapter on software,
and more. No. 21985, $21.95.
To order these Sams Books, contact

For sale: Leader LCO SO8A 20MHz, dual -trace, triggered oscilloscope,

$299; RCA (or VIZ) WV -98C senior voltohmist, $99; Zenith 852-241
50MHz frequency counter, digital readout, $125. Terrick TV, 809 Amity
St., Homestead, PA 15120; 1-412-462-8720.

For sale: Sams Photofacts, 22 through 976; 799 complete folders in all
(some duplicates). Will sell to highest bidder; shipping to be paid by buyer.
Ron Brault, RR #6, 5703 Poplar Road, Fond Du Lac, WI 54935;
1-414-922-2351.

For sale: Sencore Super Mack CRT checker (CR31) with 15 sockets, $250;
Lafayette HA -600A 5-band shortwave RCUR, $40. David Marley, 134
Diller Road, New Cumberland, PA 17070.
For sale: Sams auto -radio manuals AR-18 to AR-255. Myers TV, 109 S.E. 2
St., Delray Beach, FL 33444; 1-305-276-5782.
1 through 791
(total of 191 folders); $150 plus postage. Send SASE for complete listing.
Theodore S. Kruppa, 210 Weeks Drive, Camden, WY 19934.

For sale: Sams Photofacts in intermittent sequence from

For sale: Eico model 342 FM stereo multiplex generator with manual and
schematic, $60; Heathkit model 1M22 audio analyzer with manual and
schematic, $50; Sencore FP201=10kV focus probe and 39G89 = 50kV extender probe used on YF33 ringer, $25. Long's TV Service, 720 Goshen St.,
Salt Lake City, UT 84104; 1-801-533-8093.

your local electronics distributor. Or call
800-428-3696 or 317-298-5566 and ask for
Operator 420.

For sale: B&K TV analyst, model 1077B, $325; good condition with
manual. Hoyt Smith, 6802 Star Drive, Austin, TX 78745; 1-512-441-6355.

SAMS BOOKS AND SOFTWARE
HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
4300 West 62nd Street P.O. Box 7092
Indianapolis, IN 46206

For Sale: Sencore SG -165 AM/FM stereo analyzer; like new with all
manuals, $450. Paul Omlor, POES, 1801 Brooks, Missoula, MT 59801;

Offer good In USA only and expires 1/31/84. Prices subject
to change without notice. In Canada, contact Lenbrook
Electronics, Markham, Ontario L3R 1H2

1-406-728-3022.

For sale: Sencore FC -51 1GHz frequency counter, $600; B&K 1477P dual trace scope, $500; B&K model 970 transistor analyzer and auto power supply, $225. George Lazoryszak, George's TV, 4432 N. ChadwickSt.,
Philadelphia, PA 19140.

Apple and Apple II are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer, Inc.
AD420

vv
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INTRODUCING

Photofact

THE
PROTECTOR

6000'
TOTAL PROTECTION FOR YOUR
SENSITIVE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT.
Something that you can't even see may be slowly
but surely killing your expensive electronic equipment. It's transient voltage, and it can be fatal to
computers, medical equipment, electronic games,
videotape recorders, electronic test equipment,
electronic cash registers
almost any of today's
sophisticated solid state equipment.

-

HITACHI
CT1929
CT2526/28

2185-1
2186-1

JC PENNEY
685-1036,A,-00,-10

2180-1

JVC
7690US, 7790US, 7890US, 7990US

2186-2

PHILCO

Chassis UWA

2184-1
2185-2

B451PWA
RCA

Chassis CTC118A

2184-2

SANYO
61T64,A

2182-1

SEARS
564.49950250/52
564.43200250/3200251/3300250/3300251/
3400250/3400251/3500250/3500251

2182-2
2185-3

THE TRANSIENT VOLTAGE PROBLEM.
Most of this modern electronic equipment uses
LSI and MOS semiconductor devices which are
extremely sensitive to voltage transient surges or
"glitches." In fact, a large percentage of equipment failures can be directly linked to the damaging effects of over-voltage line transients to
unprotected, highly fragile components.

THE PROTECTOR 6000- SOLUTION.
Not to be confused with other transient voltage
protection units available today, THE PROTECTOR
6000 uses state-of-the-art solid state components
and exclusive circuitry to provide you with com-

plete and total protection from transient voltage

surges of

up to 6,000 volts. THE PROTECTOR
6000 uses silicon PN junction devices- proven
to provide the fastest response to surges! They
have a statistical life expectancy of over 20 years.
THE PROTECTOR 6000 has a maximum clamping
voltage of only 335 volts, well below the voltage
rating of other transient protection devices which
commonly use much less effective MOV's or gas
discharge tubes. It also provides full protection
from electro -magnetic and radio frequency interference. The unit operates in both common and
differential modes, and is outfitted with a circuit
breaker to guard against severe current overloads
over 15 amps.

Why take chances with your expensive electronic
equipment? For full details contact your local
NTE distributor or write:

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-327-0224
G.E., SYLVANIA, ZENITH, RCA,75 % OFF LIST NEW -BOXED
3A3
5 FOR $15.75
6LF6
5 FOR
D 6MJ6
5 FOR $34.88
6LB6
5 FOR
6JE6
5 FOR $32.75
6CJ3
5 FOR
D 3DJ3
5 FOR $17.44
D 6JS6
5 FOR
6GH8
5 FOR $12.44
D 6BL8
5 FOR
All Tubes Not Advertised, Write in at 75% Off List.

Sleeves Only. Singles 72% Off List
HORIZONTAL OUTPUT TRANSISTORS
REPLACEMENT TRIPLERS
$1.95 ea. Min. 10, 2 yr. Warranty
500A ..$11.95 D 526A ..$14.95
RKS1172B
RKS1308K

RKS238
522 ...$11.95
529 ...$15.50
RKS165
523 ...$13.95
539 ...$15.75
TRANSISTORS & I.C.'s MIN. 10, CAN MIX
T.V. N's
Pop. I.C. M's
STEREO N's
2SC1114 ..$3.75
D 712
$1.40
D DM133
$5.95
MN8303...$3.95
713
$1.40
DA101
$5.75
2SC1034 ..$5.95
D 714
$1.50
HA1377A
$3.25
2SC867A ..$3.50
731
$1.50
D HA1388
$5.25
2SD870 ...$4.75
790
$1.50
HA1396
$5.50
2SD871 ...$5.50
791
$1.95
D HA1398
$4.95
AN5210 ...$6.50
792
$2.00
UPC1181
$1.25
AN5310 ...$3.95
793
$2.00
UPC1182
$1.25
AN5320 ...$3.25
819
$1.50
UPC1185H ....$2.95
AN5435 ...$2.95
D 820
$2.00
UPC1367
$3.25
LM1818 ...$3.25
821
$2.25
UPC1368H2 ...$3.95
GENERAL
Exact Rep. for SG613
5 for $30.00
Pop. HI DIV-3...focus block divider
10 `or $35.00
6 ft. Cheater Cords SPT2
10 for $ 7.95
(Heavy Duty - UL App. 7 Amp. 125V. P & NP)
D Matching Transformers 75-300 ohm
30 for $10.50
BSR Changers
$33.95
Replacement Tone Arms (mono & stereo)
5 for $6.00
ATARI GAME CHIPS:

Voltage Regulator
CPU
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OPTIMA ELECTRONICS
2022 Tigertail Blvd., Dania, FL 33004
TOLL FREE: 1.800.327.0224

Phone (305) 920-3550
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$

95

$
$

4.95
6.50

RAM/I0
Quantity Prices Available
Letters of credit and all checks placed on deposit with Bank of Hallendate,
FL. VISA & Master Charge accepted. Min. order $75. FOB Dania, FL.
Catalog $3, refundable upon order.
D

NEW -TONE ELECTRONICS, INC.
44 Farrand St., Bloomfield, NJ 07003
THE PEOPLE WHO BRING YOU THE TCG
LINE OF SEMICONDUCTORS.
©1983 New-Tone Electronics, Inc.

$34.44
$31.50
$14.69
$29.00
$12.25

We've got some great
names up our sleeve.
CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS
CORD

PRODUCT
SERVICES
ORGANIZATION

5ÉRV%CÉ...
The Product Service Organi-

zation-always ready to sup-

MAGNAVOX

ODYSSEY

PHILCO

port the brands with factory
authorized parts, training
seminars, technical materials and
everything in-between.
N.A.P. Service Parts supports servicers thru a nationwide network of
regional parts depots and local parts
distributors.
N.A.P. Field Services supports
servicers with specialized training, consumer affairs, and field
engineers.
N.A.P. Technical Services provides technical training programs,
service manuals, schematics and
technical service tips.

SYLVANIA
A North American Philips Company

N.A.P. Product Services
P.O. Box 555, Dept. 741
Jefferson City, TN 37760
1-615-475-3801, Ext. 7348
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(Continued from page 22)

ure 5 to clean up the problem. All
three techniques are monostable
multivibrators.
The circuit in Figure 5A uses a
Schmitt trigger or a CMOS inverter (or inverter -wired gate) and
an RC network. In the normal condition (low output), switch Si is
open so that capacitor C 1 will be
charged to V + (usually + 5Vdc).
Closing Si causes Cl to become
discharged. In this discharged
state, the input sees a low, so the
output will be high. The output remains high for a period, T, which is
the time required for Cl to charge
to what the IC sees as high.
Two other monostable multivibrators are shown in Figures 5B
and 5C. Both are IC versions. The
circuit in Figure 5B is the TTL
74121 device. This device produces
a single pulse of period T = 0.7R, C,
every time a negative-going trigger pulse is received on pin 3. This
trigger input normally is held high
by resistor R2 and is dropped low
when switch S1 is closed.
The circuit in Figure 5C uses the
555 IC timer chip for the same purpose. A 555 is TTL compatible if
the V + voltage applied to pins 4
and 8 is + 5Vdc. If some CMOS device is being addressed by the
pulse and uses a V+ greater than
+ 5Vdc, then this cirucit still can
be used. The 555 operates to
+ 18Vdc.

may have a fast rise time and short
duration. This combination makes
the strobe hard to see on some
oscilloscopes. Many logic probes,
however, have a "pulse catcher"
circuit that will latch and turn on a
light when the strobe pulse occurs.
A high/low indicator can be built
using an open-collector TTL inverter, an LED and a resistor (see
Figure 6). When the level applied
to the input probe is low, then the
inverter output is high so the LED
is off. If the input is high, the output .is low, turning the LED on.
One can build an 8 -bit state
monitor using this circuit. Inverters come in groups of six, so
two hex inverter packages will
make an 8 -bit monitor with four inverter sections left over.
If a keyboard has only switches
across an input port, then the criteria in troubleshooting is de-
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Displays
For a terminal or keyboard to
interact with a user, there must be
some form of display device. The
display may be a CRT video terminal, 7 -segment numerical display device or an LED indicator
lamp that turns on when certain
conditions occur.
Figure 7 shows how an LED indicator is interfaced to a computer
I/O port. The LED will draw 10 to
20mA, so it cannot be directly
driven by the output port bit. Instead, a higher current TTL inverter -with -open-collector -output
is used. If the state of output bit

+5VDC

---

Probe

D1

R1

LED

3300

+ 5Vdc

Common

Figure 6. The LED on the high/low indicator remains off when
and turns on when

Testing a keyboard
From a troubleshooting perspective, it is necessary to know
whether a keyboard is producing
the correct code and whether the
strobe, if used, is present. The key
to troubleshooting without using
a logic analyzer is to use a device
or instrument that will indicate
whether a point is high or low.
A bench oscilloscope that is dc coupled can do this. Vary the position and vertical sensitivity/deflection controls so that the trace is
near the bottom of the screen for
low conditions and near the top
for high conditions. The strobe
signal used on many keyboards

termining whether each bit is approriately high or low. If the keyboard is ASCII -encoded, the high/
low status of all seven lines must
be examined to determine whether
the correct ASCII code is present.

a

high state is sensed.

OPEN -COLLECTOR
TTL INVERTER

a

low state is sensed,

D1

R1

LED

3300
+ 5Vdc

Figure

7.
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The LED indicator is interfaced to the I/O port through the TTL inverter.

New LM -4 ,
The 40 -Channel Logic Monitor
you hold in your hand.
Now, there's a unique new way to speed and

simplify your work with complex digital circuits.
By simultaneously monitoring up to 40 points
in a logic system with a compact, easy -to -use
instrument that's faster than a scope and safer
than a voltmeter. Our new multi -family LM -4. At
$199.001t's one of the best buys in logic today!
Simply slip its 40 -pin IC test clip over your
CMOS or TTL ROM, RAM, microprocessor or
MSI/LSI chip and instantly see the logic state
of each pin on a big, easy -to -read liquid
crystal display.
But that's only the beginning. You can wire
the LM -4 into a computer bus; fit it with two 16 pin test clips or sockets for comparing known
good and questionable ICs; use it as a clip -on
display for micros, minis and other computers
during design, setup, testing, troubleshooting
...there's no limit to the ways LM -4 can save
you time and money!
Measuring just 5.9 x 3.2 x 1.27 the pocket sized LM -4 comes with a 24" 40 -conductor
ribbon cable terminated in a 40 -pin IC test clip,
plus instructions/applications manual and
high -impact carrying case. (An optional Universal Cable Kit is also available for special
interfacing requirements, priced at
$75.00:')
So whatever the
job-in design, production or servicesimplify your testing
with the power of
40 -channel monitoring: Order your
LM -4 today.

Call toll -free for details

GLJ94L 5PE _IALTIES CORPORATION
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1-800-243-6077
During business hours

GLOBAL
SPECIALTIES
CORPORATION
New Haven, CT 06509 (203) 624-3103, TWX 710-465-1227.
OTHER OFFICES San Francisco (415) 648-0611, TWX 910-372-7992,
70 Fulton Terr

,

Europe: Phone Saffron -Walden 0799-21682, TLX 817477,
Canada: Len Finkler Ltd., Downsview, Ontario.

* U.S.

Resale only: price, specifications subject to change without notice.

© Copyright 1981 Global Specialties Corporation.
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4C-C3`441"-iNEL LOGIC !MONITOR

CMOS

TTL

1-800-826-543

TOLL FREE ORDERS

(IN CALIFORNIA: 1-800-258-6666)
AK. HI OR INFORMATION
12131 360.0000

MINIATURE
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5 KEY

6 VDC RELAY

00

S7

m`
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ON. AINS> SINGLE HOLE
NORMALLY OPEN SWITCHER
MEASURES 3 3 4 LONG

.9.,fie

CONTACTS
AMP AT 30 VDC

1

HIGHLY SENSITIVE

TTL

DIRECT DRIVE POSSIBLE
FROM 43 TO
OPERATES
6 v. COIL RES 220 OHM
13/32'
7;16'
3.16'
AROMA) M RSD-6V

$1.25
EACH

T.,S2

1

RATED

ASSEMBLY

6 KEY

SUPER SMALL
SPOT RELAY
GOLD COBALT

("I

AINS 6 SINGLE POLE
NORMALLY OPEN SWITCHES
MEASURES 41 4 LONG

$1.50 EACH
10

120V INDICATOR

-OR $13 50
I

13 VDC RELAY
CONTACT SPNC
IO AMP @ 120 VAC
ENERGIZE COIL TO
OPEN CONTACT

NEON INDICATOR RATEL'
120 V LU W MOUNTS IN
HOLE
RED LENS
5 16

75t EACH

J,OIL 13 VDC 650 OHMS
SPECIAL PRICE $1 00 EACH

0 FOR $100
00 FUR $6500

MINIATURE T

LE SWITCHES

ALL ARE RATED

S.P.D.

AMPS @ 125 VAC
S.P.D.T
S.P.D T.

T.

(on -on)

SOLDER LUG
TERMINALS
$1.00 EACH
0 10R 09 J0

NON THREADED
HUSHING
750 EACH
FOR

0:'00

100 FOR $86

S.P.D.T.
(on -on)

S.P.D.T.
(on -off -on)

F,

NOW THREADED
d /SHINE(
bIYLE
50 EACH
FC
bì Jt,

(on -off -on)

(on -on)

P( STYLE

'

5

DOS

HREADED
PUSHING
S1 00 EACH
1

U0

1.3 FE .H $9 J0
100 FOR $80:

SOLDER LUG
TERMINALS
$1.00 EACH
10 FUR $900
100 FOR $80 00

B3 is low, then the inverter output
is high. Under this condition, both

resistor. If the LED goes from the
inverter to ground, it will light
when the output is high. If the
LED is connected between the inverter and V+, it will light when
the output is low.
Figure 8 shows interfacing between a latched computer output
port and a 7 -segment numerical
display. Each segment is an LED,
so the display can be treated like
an ordinary LED. An inverter and
resistor are provided for each
segment.

ends of the LED are at the same
potential so no current flows - the
LED is off. But when bit B3 is
high, the LED will turn on. Under
this condition, the output of the inverter is low, so the LED cathode
is grounded and its anode is at
+ 5Vdc. The resistor in series with
the LED is used to limit the current to a safe value. Some CMOS
inverters and buffers will drive
one LED without the need for a

D.P.D-T.
(on -on)

+ 5Vdc

SOLDER LUG
TERMINALS
0.00
0 FOR8 b 1900
106 FOP 0180 00

3300

a

d 4GlQg, 000

3300
3300
a

90S S. VERMONT P.O.905 20106 LOS ANGELES, CA 90006
QUANTITIES LIMITED
MINIMUM ORDER $10.00
USA: $2.50 SHIPPING
NO

COD'

Lucie

3304
Yv

FOREIGN ORDERS:
INCLUDE SUFFICIENT
SHIPPING
CALIF RES. ADD fi 12',.

3300

e
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le

3300

ele atic
PROFESSIONAL COLOR TV
SERVICE EQUIPMENT

l

7-SEGMENT
LED DISPLAY

3300

Figure 8. In the case of this latched computer output port, each output line is connected to the appropriate LED segment in the 7 -segment display.
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TEST JIG ADAPTERS
Yoke and Picture Tube

for Popular Sets
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Modernizes
any test jig
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2
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I

2

I

IC2

I_1
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WHITE FUR FREE CATALOG
Sold through

dlstrlbutors only

TeleMotic Div. of U.X.L. Corp.
108-02 Otis Ave., Corona, NY 11368
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Figure 9. The BCD to 7 -segment decoder converts 4 -bit binary -coded -decimal number
into signals to light the appropriate segments of 7 -segment display.
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Figure 10. Output circuitry may be constituted in this fashion
so it can serve the unlatched output ports or the data bus
itself.
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PROFESSIONAL

TECHNICIANS & SERVICEMEN
WE CAN SUPPLY ALL THE COMPONENTS FOR YOUR
MAINTENANCE, REPAIR & DESIGN WORK
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PRICE

NO.
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PRICE
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4.95

SUPER SPECIAL
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EXACT REPLACMENT FOR

2SC1172B 100 PCS. FOR
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2SC1308K...1.95
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1.25
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FOR A COMPLETE 1983 COMPONENT CATALOG CALL OR WRITE

S

CALL TOLL FREE

800-526-4928

IN NEW JERSEY (201) 379-9016
COD ORDERS WELCOME ($25 Min. Order)
e

DIGITRON ELECTRONIC
110 Hillside Avenue, Springfield, N.J. 07081
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*ECG IS A TRADE MARK OF PHILIPS ECG.
DIGITRON ELECTRONIC IS NOT ASSOCIATED IN ANY WAY WITH PHILIPS EGG.
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74100, the Figure 10 circuit is

a 4 -bit circuit and consists of four
type -D flip-flops. Each 4 -bit data
latch section of the 74100 has a
strobe line that is made by tying all
four internal FF clock lines together. If both external strobe
lines are connected, then the
74100 acts like a single 8 -bit data
latch.
The strobe lines are active -high,
so they will cause data to be transferred from the inputs to the outputs when the strobe is high. When
the strobe lines go low again, the
data transferred will remain
latched on the output lines. The
common strobe line is connected to
an out select signal in the
microcomputer. This signal has
several names but almost always is
available. It comes active when an
output operation to the designated peripheral, such as the LED
displays, is designated to receive
data. From the outputs of the

Figures 9 and 10 show methods
of interfacing LED 7 -segment
readouts with a data bus or unlatched output port. In Figure 9, a
pair of LED readouts is connected
to a latched output port via 7447
decoder chips. Each chip is a 4 -bit,
BCD -to -7 -segment decoder that
examines the binary coded decimal
(BCD) input word and generates
the active -low 7 -segment code
that corresponds to the decimal
digit. Since BCD codes use four
bits to represent the decimal digits
0 through 9, two BCD digits can be
packed into one 8 -bit word. Most
microprocessor chips have instructions that change an 8 -bit binary
word stored in the accumulator into a pair of equivalent BCD words.
Figure 10 shows the circuit of
Figure 9 expanded so that it can
serve unlatched output ports or
the data bus itself. IC3 is a 74100
dual -quad data latch. Each latch is

identical to the Figure 9 circuit.
Custom keyboards are used frequently in special purpose microprocessor -based devices. Basically,
troubleshooting boils down to determining the high/low status of
keyboard lines while a button is actuated and then deciding whether
the correct code is present. In
addition, if a strobe signal is used,
its presence and timing must be
correct.
When interfacing a new keyboard to an existing system, be
sure that the high and low voltage
levels are compatible and the
strobe signal is time-compatible
and has the right direction. Also,
be sure that the strobe is the right
type-continous level or pulse.
Some computer software is sensitive if the keyboard output data is latched or
ESE4w
unlatched.

The new AWS DM-3010. It's not just another MM.
It's a complete electrical/electronic testing system.
DM -3010 DIGITAL MULTIMETER
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Today's electrical and electronic
testing requirements call for
equipment that can handle a wide
range of applications. That's why now
more than ever you need the new AWS

Complete the system by simply adding
the following accessories as you need
them...
SJA-870 Snap -Around Jaw Adaptor.
Reads 0-1200 Amps AC. Its large jaws
DM -3010 Testing System.
fit easily around any conductor up to
To start off with, the DM -3010 Digital 2-15/16" in diameter.
Multimeter has an unbelievable $80
Test Adapter. If your work
price tag. It offers 34 ranges with push- HFE-840
requires transistor and diode testing,
button control plus features usually
found in much more expensive models this pocket-size adapter is a must.
such as: 10 Amp AC/DC range; UL1244 HVP-860 High Voltage Probe. Provides
type test leads; overload protection on safe, easy and reliable readings of 0all ranges; Hi and Low power ohms in 5OKVDC on low power high impedance
all resistance ranges and more.
circuits.
Circle (23) on Reply Card

So compare the DM -3010 Testing
System for yourself. You'll find that no
other company offers a comparable
system at these low prices.
For more information on the AWS
DM -3010 Testing System, see your local
distributor today or contact A.W. Sperry
Instruments Inc., P.O. Box 9300,
Smithtown, N.Y. 11787. Call Toll -Free
800-645-5398 (N.Y., Hawaii, Alaska call
collect 516-231-7050).

A.W. SPERRY

INSTRUMENTS INC.
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Troubleshooting
Tips

No sound or picture
Zenith monochrome model 19GB1
(Photofact 1692-2)
No sound, raster or picture was produced by the
19GB1-chassis Zenith b/w TV receiver. Although
the picture -tube anode had almost zero high voltage,
the power -supply voltages were normal. The only
clue was an overheating resistor RX520 that filtered
the + 133V supply to the horizontal-output transistor. The 680, 5W resistor (some models have
1000, 7W values) had about 50V across it, indicating
excessive current drawn by the output transistor.
I removed the QX505 horizontal -output transistor
and tested it carefully, but it was not defective.
Scope waveforms of the horizontal-oscillator and
driver stages appeared to be within tolerance. To
test for excessive picture -tube current or a shorted
picture tube, I pulled the high -voltage lead out of the
CRT -anode and moved it near the chassis, producing a long arc. This proved high voltage (at least
unrectified high voltage) was being produced when
the picture tube was not connected to theflyback. Dur-

temperature adjustable
soldering iron
for less than

a

S40

A 50 -watt iron that can be adjusted with

±2% accuracy anywhere between 400°F

and 750°F using the allen wrench provided.

resistant cord, stainless steel
shaft and on/off light with 10 different long life replacement tips available. No. 7200
Add an ISO-TIP safety stand with tip -wiping
sponge for a complete
soldering station. No. 7295
Write for the name of your
nearest distributor and
a free catalog.
3 -wire burn

ing this time while the lead was disconnected from
the CRT, resistor RX520 did not overheat and the
voltage drop was minimal. I thought the CRT might
have an internal short, so I connected the highvoltage wire and tested the CRT base voltages. All
voltages were in tolerance, and gentle tapping of the
CRT base and neck did not indicate an intermittent
short or leakage.
After the power was turned off, I felt the flyback
transformer and found it was abnormally warm.
This condition made me suspect that the high voltage diode inside the flyback was shorted. (A
shorted diode applies ac pulses to the CRT
capacitance, adding a huge load to the flyback.) As a

To CRT
HV Anode
17.

B

I

FINALLY. COMPUTERS AS A
NEW TOOL FOR T.V. REPAIR.

Primefax puts computer -assisted repair capability in your shop today.
Primefax drastically reduces the
accurately. You have more satisfied
number of sets requiring extensive customers, and your profits are
trouble -shooting procedures.
increased substantially.
Through the use of today's techReduced call backs faster turnnology. Primefax maintains-in a
around reduced chance of
central computer-a database of
repeated failure more thorough
problem -solving solutions for
service and complete repair at
television set malfunctions.
reasonable cost.
Primefax is a compilation of the
most current, applicable technical The more Primefax is used, the
information acquired from hunmore profit you realize.
dreds of valuable sources
updated daily.

...

and

With a Primefax Computer Terminal
installed in your shop, you can do
your job more quickly and more
In Texas, call 1512) 344-5999

CALL US OR WRITE. No matter how
you compute it, Primefax means
profit for you. It's worth looking

into.

Out of Texas, call 800-531-5953

Prime

WAHL CLIPPER CORPORATION
Sterling, Illinois 61081

(815) 625-6525
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THINKING TVRO?

Take A Look At Winegard!

\VI,

WINEGARO SATELLITE RECEIVER

I

AUDIO TUNE

POWER

SCAN

POLAR Tv

7

I
SIGNAI

rvt m

ME

,

SAT SELEC-

"dF

Excellent picture quality and low cost. That's what you get with Winegard's SC 5000S ho -ne satellite television system.
You'll discover that Winegard's 8 -foot package incorporates all the latest in TVRO solidstate design and engineering for a dramatic difference in satellite TV reception. All the
features tiat your customers want are there!

Why Buy Winegard Home Satellite
TV Reception Products?
All Your Satellite Product Needs From One
Source Competitive Pricing Easy to
Handle, Ship and Inventory All Satellite
Products Backed By A Full -Year Warranty
Easy -To -Install Complete And Professional
Factory Support And Service Rigid Quality
Control Standards For Satellite TV Products
SC -7032S RECEIVER FEATURES:
Rapid Scan Control
Polarity Switch

Fine Tune

Audio Tune
Signal Strength Meter

Channel Select Control
Satellite Select
Remote Control Optional

SC -8009 ANTENNA FEATURES:
8 -ft.

WINEGARD`
SATELLITE
SYSTEMS

WINEGARDCOMPANY

3000KIRKWOODSTREET

Durable Spun Aluminum Reflector with
Weather Resistant White Epoxy Finish
Easy Handling ani Shipping
Complete Arc Coverage
Choice of Ruggec Pedestal or Post Polar Mounts
Prime Focus Feedwith Automatic Electronic Polarity
Switching
90mph Wind Survival
Write for information about SASA, the
professional satellite TV installers network.
BURLINGTON,0WA52601

(319)753-0121
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a solder joint or a hairline crack of the circuit board,
but a careful visual examination of the board revealed no such defects.
Next, I decided to check the transistors again by
using a high-power ohmmeter that forced the transistor junctions to conduct. Each transistor was
tapped while the junction resistance was measured.
All transistors were normal except Q608 (the PNP

test, I temporarily connected a high -voltage rectifier externally between the flyback and the CRT
anode. Normal operation was restored when the
television was turned on again.
To save the customer the flyback's price when only
the high -voltage diode was bad, I cut the high voltage lead wire and installed the diode permanently, using a surplus of insulation to prevent arcs.
In addition to the lower price charged, there was
another benefit. I learned an excellent
troubleshooting method for use with other TV
receivers in the future.

VERT DRIVER

c

VERT OUTPUT

9. 33 V

61 V

Tommy Small
Gallion, AL

10. 02 V

69 V

Erratic height
Zenith monochrome 19GB1

9.69

(Photofact 1692-2)
According to the customer, the picture collapsed
to a bright line at random times. Our preliminary
tests confirmed that the problem was an intermittent loss of vertical sweep. Moderate flexing of
several parts of the chassis often started or stopped
the loss of height, so the b/w receiver was brought to
the shop.
Eight transistors (including one vertical -sync injector) are in the vertical -sweep system, and tests
located no defects in any of them. The problem
seemed to originate with a bad connection, perhaps

29

1

V

V
OVERT OUTPUT

180 mA

power -output transistor), which showed erratic
base -to -emitter conduction. Evidently, the bond inside the transistor case would open from mechanical
movement or strain. The problem was an erratic
open circuit, but it was inside a transistor.
Of course, replacement of Q608 allowed stable and
dependable vertical deflection.
Peter J. Reno
High Bridge, NJ

Power line problems? No problem.
Analyze them with
STABILINE® AC
Voltage Monitors ..

Solve them with STABILINE®
Voltage Conditioning Equipment
.

Truly portable multi -site disturbance
analyzers the only systems with
detachable, microprocessor based
Detector Modules which can be
left at each site. Depending on
whether 1- or 3 -phase models
are selected, Printer/Controllers
can provide categorized formats of
high/low voltages, surges, sags, impulses,
common -mode noise, dropouts, power outages, d -c voltage,
voltage and angle unbalances. Summaries include date, time,
magnitude and duration of each category's 10 worst events
and a list of the last 10 chronological events that qualify by
threshold. Detector Modules can communicate with Printer/
Controllers directly or over conventional telephone lines with
suitable interfacing. Models available for 120, 240 or 480 VAC.

-

ing devices.
Write or call for
STABILINE

literature.

383 Middle Street / Bristol, Connecticut 06010 / (203) 582-9561 / Telex: 962-446

IN EUROPE:

Superior Electric Nederland B.V.
The Hague, Netherlands 110701 6 79590 / Telex: 31436 Supe nl

IN CANADA

The American Superior Electric Company, Ltd.

/

Telex: 06-967806
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Once the problem has been pinpointed, condition aberrations
that create malfunctions and erratic behavior: Transient Voltage Suppressors reduce the magnitude of (attenuate) voltage
spikes or transients; Automatic Voltage Regulators deliver constant output voltage regardless of input line variations; Computer Regulators maintain properly conditioned voltage and
attenuate common -mode noise and impulses; Power Conditioners regulate voltage, provide isolation for common -mode
noise and reduce transverse -mode noise; Transient Suppressors
/Voltage Regulators combine
voltage correction and impulse
attenuation; Isolation Transformers isolate equipment
from common -mode noise
generated by power consum-

eThe Superior Electric Company
Toronto, Ontario 114161255-2318

..

quency and phase measurements,
methods of amplifier testing and
types of digital equipment are discussed in the last four chapters.
Published by Howard W. Sams & Co., 4300 W.
62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46206.

test meter movement, replace rectifiers and calibrate instruments.
The book features review questions after each chapter and
answers at the back of the book.
Published by Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit,
PA 17214.

Editor's note: Periodically Electronic Servicing & Technology
features books dealing with subjects of interest to our readers.
Please direct inquiries and
orders to the publisher at the address given for each book,
rather than to us.

Servicing Home Video Cassette
Recorders, by Marvin Hobbs;
Hayden Book Company;
237 pages; $11.95.
This 10 -chapter book is a guide
to the basic operations and servicing of video tape recorders. It includes a glossary of videocassette
terms and two appendices explaining the automatic assembly
recording system with special consideration for cable televison.
Some chapters cover video
signal circuitry, servo circuit
operation and system control
operation of the VHS system, and
the differences between VHS and
Beta. A comparison of the
mechanical aspects of these formats also is made.
Other chapters explain the tools
and test equipment used for VTR
servicing, mechanical adjustments
and replacements, and electrical
alignment and adjustment. The
last chapter covers personal video
camera theory and servicing.
Published by Hayden Book Company, 50
Essex St., Rochelle Park, NJ 07662.

Know Your Oscilloscope,
by Bob Middleton;
Howard W. Sams & Co.;
192 pages; $9.95.
This fourth edition covers
oscilloscope basics, cathode-ray
tubes, input impedance and sensitivity, the general requirements
of power supplies, voltage regulation, power-supply systems, sweep
systems, synchronization, vertical
amplifiers, the different types of
oscilloscope probes and scope tests
using different types of generators.
Ways to adjust and service oscilloscopes, methods of taking fre-

Handbook of Advanced
Troubleshooting,
by John Lenk; Prentice -Hall;
352 pages.
This guide maps a 4 -step procedure for troubleshooting communications, television, VCR and
microprocessor -based system
equipment. It has 174 technical
schematics, charts and diagrams.
The handbook gives shortcuts
designed to help pinpoint malfunctions in specific circuits and parts,
and suggests ways to troubleshoot
microprocessor -based systems.
The guide also offers alternative
procedures to use if microprocessors do not respond to routine approaches.
Published by Prentice -Hall, Englewood Cliffs,
NJ 07632.

The VOM-VTVM Handbook,
by Joseph A. Risse;
Tab Books; 176 pages;
$14.95 hardbound,
$8.95 paperback.
This book gives information for
understanding and using volt-ohmmilliammeters (VOMs), vacuum tube voltmeters (VTVMs), solid-

Crash Course in Digital
Technology, by Louis E. Frenzel;
Howard W. Sams & Co.;
198 pages; $19.95.
This text -style programmed
course offers a solid foundation in
digital fundamentals to hobbyists,
students, industrial training programs and those with even a
minimal understanding of electronics. It is written in a programmed learning format using
brief informational frames and frequent self-tests. It is a learning
tool, rather than a reference, and
is illustrated with photography,
diagrams and examples.
The author covers what digital
means, how it represents real world phenomena, the devices
used in handling digital data, how
these devices perform logical
operations, how these are combined and more. The instruments
used to troubleshoot digital circuits are also discussed.
Published by Howard W. Sams & Co., 4300 W.
62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46206.

Build a Personal Earth Station

state electronic voltmeters for Worldwide Satellite TV
(SSEVs) and digital VOMs. The

principles, uses, advantages,

disadvantages, care, maintenance
and repair of these test instruments are covered.
The book also examines the internal and external features of
typical VOMs, VTVMs, EVMs
(electronic voltmeters) and solidstate meters. It shows the functions and characteristics of the important components and provides
data on accessories such as high
current shunts, test leads, probes
and adaptors.
Information on testing, troubleshooting, repair and maintenance
procedures is provided. Test sequences are given for capacitance
and capacitor -leakage measurement, forward and reverse rectifier tests, fuse testing, openfilament checks, battery testing
and sensitive circuit measurements. Plus, readers can learn how
to replace instrument batteries,

Reception, by Robert J. Traister;
Tab Books; 304 pages;
$15.95 hardbound, $9.95
paperback.
This comprehensive, do-ityourself guide tells how to pick the
best location for an earth station
antenna, and how to assemble the
equipment, hook it up, tune it in,
and pipe the signals to the television.
The manual reviews standard
TV reception fundamentals, then

explains how communications
satellites work and what happens
to TV signals from the time they
leave the transmitting earth station until they are received by a
"dish." It also provides a refresher
course on microwave signals,
reception techniques, and antenna
and feedline operating characteristics.
Published by Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit,
PA 17214.
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ANTENNA &
VIDEO
ACCESSORIES
CHECK OUR PRICES:
2 -WAY

SPLITTER UV2J 75

OHM UHF/VHF

Test

$.95

A-B SWITCH HI ISOLATION 60 DB TERMINATED
COMPACT 2"x3" CS1 $4.50

your electronic
knowledge

UHF/VHF SEPARATOR 75
OHM IN 75 OHM VHF UHF
300 OHM SHIELDED UVS
$1.35

75 300

MINI UV SEPARATOR 75
OHM IN 300 OHM OUT
1/2"x21/2" MT6UVJ
$1.05
HI Q CHANNEL TRAPS &
BP FILTERS 6 STAGES
$40.00
CHECK READER SERVICE

By

Sam

Wilson, ISCET test director

CARD FOR CATALOG OF OVER
300 ITEMS OR CALL COLLECT:
213-355-2510

ANTSCO CORP.
P.O. BOX 188

SIERRA MADRE,
CA 91024
Circle (28) on Reply Card

the power
rating.
the color for the reliability rating.
E None of these choices
is correct.
C the color for

The subject this month is
resistors. Questions of this type
are distributed throughout the
CET tests.

_D

SINCE 1950
LEADING SPOKESMAN
TRADE INFORMATION
DISPENSER
WATCHDOG
NATESA SCOPE
STANDARDS YARDSTICK

Figure 1
1.

In the circuit of Figure 1, variable resistor R is connected
as a

_A
_B

CONSUMER RELATIONS

rheostat.
potentiometer.

Figure

3

resistor in Figure

3. The

-A
_B

swamping resistor.
surge limiter.
C parasitic suppressor.
D foldback limiter.
E step down resistor.

PROBLEM SOLVER
CONCISE PRACTICAL
BUSINESS OPERATIONS
MANUAL

SERVICE CONTRACT
MANUAL
CUSTOMER PLEASING
PROFIT PRODUCING
ORDER FORMS
PARTS PROCUREMENT
EXPEDITOR
SERVICE BUSINESS

DIVERSIFICATION PLANS
TECHNICIAN DEVELOPER

3 is

called a

R

Figure 2

2.

For the color -coded carbon resistor of Figure 2, the arrow
points to
the color for the first

_A

digit.
the color for the tolerance rating.

Figure 4

4.

For the circuit of Figure 3,

moving the arm of R toward
point a will
A. reduce parasitics.
B. decrease the surge.
C broaden the tuned
bandwidth.
D. increase the power absorbed by the circuit.
E increase parasitics.

8.

9.

60

_AB

0.06W
0.6W
C. 6W
D. 0.036W
E None of these choices

Figure 6

resistance of a voltage variable resistor (varistor)
A. increases with an increase in voltage
across it.
B. decreases with an increase in voltage
across it.
7. A certain resistor is color
coded yellow purple silver.
The resistance value of the resistor is
471 ± 10%.
B 4752 ± 5%.
C. 4752 ± 20%.
6. The

12V

Figure 5

the circuit of Figure 3, adjustment of R
will affect the resonant frequency of the
circuit.
B. will not affect the
resonant frequency of
the circuit.

5. In

_A.

1

r
ATTENTION

TECHNICIANS

10.

is correct.
Figure 6 shows a partial schematic of a high -frequency
amplifier. The purpose of R
is to

_A.

prevent thermal runaway.

prevent parasitic oscillations.
C
D.

_A

prevent grid emission.
provide a bootstrap input circuit.

E provide class A bias.

D. 4.752.

Answers on page 60.

E 0.4752.

ICs SPECIAL

EPS 276A
equivalent to Sony
SG 813 $9.50 ea.

10

for $85.00

We guaranteed it works In the Sony

circuit or your money back.

*
*

Resistor R in Figure 4 is
a filter resistor.
B a surge limiting resistor.
C a parasitic suppressor.
D a swamping resistor.
E never used as shown.
What is the maximum amount
of power that can be dissipated by resistor R in Figure 5?

_A.

2SC1308K

Mln5pcs
$3.50

HA1398
HA1377A
TA7222
TA7227
UPC1185

10

250
1

for $19.50

100 for $185.00

50

350

Replace

2.50

transistors

most horizontal output
Ilke ECG 238, ECG

185, 2SC1172B, and

others.

JOB OPENINGS

MONTHLY TECHNICAL
TRAINING PROGRAM

*

*
*
*

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
TRAINING
LOW COST INSURANCE

CERTIFICATION

TECHNICAL SEMINARS

CV -1
CV -94A
CV -25
CV -27
20B-830

UV 75-300 Ohms matching transformer
46 Channel Cable converter with fine tuning
24 db distribution amplifier U/V/FM with FM Trap
0-900 MHz Xinc die-cast 2-way splitter

10

for $4.50

$19.95
$18.00
10 for $10.00
$4.00

Universal adaptors for Atari Computer

All of this in a nonprofit

international association
for technicians

I\
,,,1`

FIND OUT MORE:

;;E
-`,'iTA
R.R. 3 Box 564

Greencastle, IN 46135

MIN.

5

pcs.

AN2140
AN239
AN245
AN247
AN313
AN315
AN331
AN7145
AN7146
AN7150
BA511

S1.50
5.43
2.57

2.99
2.79
2.00
3.59
2.46
3.70
2.33

HA1366WR

1.44
1.23
1.62
1.56
1.84
1.84
1.89
1.89

HA1377

2.93

BA421
BA532
BA1310

HA1339A
HA1342A
HA1386W

HA1388 $4.82
HA1398
4.22
LA4440
4.00
LA4461
3.75
MB3705
1.56
MB3710
2.80
MB3730
3.18
M83756
1.99
MB8719
4.78
PLLO2A
6.34
STK013
7.70
STK430
5.50
STK433
4.00
STK435
5.34
STK437
6.50
STK439
6.80
STK463
9.65
STK0029
3.88
4.63
STK0039

STK0040

S

STK0050

TA7204P
TA7205AP
TA7217AP
TA7222AP
TA7608
TA7609
UPC1001H2
UPC1156H
UPC1181H
UPC1182H
UPC1185H
UPC2002
2SA771
2SA1105
2SB555
2SB595

5.82
5.87
1.35
1.20
1.81

1.87
10.45
4.10
2.89
1.69
1.28
1.28
3.11
1.43
2.08
3.21

2SB618
2SB697
2SC789
2SC945
2SC1061
2SC1114
2SC1116A

2SC1124
2SC1306
2SC1307
2SC1988
2SC2580
2SD425
2SD525
2SD613
2SD733

$2.05
3.23
1.20
0.11
0.56
3.45
4.06

0.99
0.92
1.72
1.42

2.64
3.03
0.90
0.60
2.50

3.09
1.24

NO MINIMUM SHIPPING:
$4.50 under $5.00, $3.50 over $15.00 COD
$1.75, UPS Blue Label extra.
MIO, VISA, MIC, COD, Company Check.
CA residents add appropriate sales tax

PARTICAL LIST

Equivalent to ECG
no
min. 10 pc
TRIPLERS min.
85

123A
128
129
152
153
165
175
186A
187A
196
238
291
292
375

$0.45
0.35
0.50
0.50
0.55
0.80
2.25
0.95
0.60
0.65
0.65
2.25
1.00
1.06
0.95

500A
520

$11.50
17.00
14.00
522
13.90
523
13.50
15.50
526A
528
17.60
529
17.90
17.90
531
534
15.90
535
17.00
538
15.90
539
17.60
ECG is the
521

trade mark of

Philips ECG
PARTIAL LIST FOR COMPLETE
CATALOG CALL 415-532-2711

EPS
P.O. BOX 5356, BERKELEY, CA 94705

TOLL FREE: 800-227-0104
In CA, AK, HI: 415-532-2711
THIS SPECIAL EXPIRES SEPT. 30, 1983
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L.

PREVENT

able accessories. Accessory selector guides are located at the end of
appropriate product sections.

Literature

HI-TECH

Circle (108) on Reply Card

HEADACHES
Our Isolators
eliminate
equipment
interaction,
clean up interference,
curb damaging power line spikes and
lightning bursts.

ISO -1 Isolator
3 isolated sockets; quality spike

suppression; basic protection... $76.95

ISO -3 Super-Isolator
3

dual isolated sockets; suppressor,

commercial protection

115.95

ISO-17 Magnum Isolator
4 quad isolated sockets; suppressor;
laboratory grade protection.. . 200.95

LP. Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 S Main St.. Box 389, Natick, MA

01760

Toll Free Order Desk 1-800-225-4876
MasterCard, VISA, American Express

Circle (30) on Reply Card

It's no puzzle
to order Oeirich

Service Forms
For TV -radio and two-way radio service
legal forms for Calif., Florida and Utah.

-

Now at parts jobbers or write for cat. B64.

Vaco Products' line of professional wire strippers can be found
in the Wire Stripper Catalog. This
4-page, color catalog contains
complete descriptions and illustrations of the easy -to -use wire stripper, multipurpose wire stripper
and precision wire stripper. Each
of these tools can strip wire, cut
wire and bolts, and loop, bend and
pull wire.
Also featured are Vaco's other
wire strippers, including the selfadjusting wire stripper, automatic
wire stripper and wire stripping
tool.
Circle (101) on Reply Card

The 1983-84 catalog and buyer's
guide of electronic test and measurement instrumentation is available from Keithley Instruments.
The 100-page catalog includes two
new product sections: system components and thermometers. Other
product sections are digital multi-

OELRICH PUBLICATIONS

addition, four product sections are

prefaced with technical data,
theory of operation, and design

Circle (31) on Reply Card

Circle (103) on Reply Card

ETCO Electronics has released
a 112 -page catalog featuring items
from the electronics, communications, telephone, cable TV and
video fields. It also has a complete
parts selection for the hobbyist or
repair shop owner.
A 16 -page section of the catalog
has been devoted to telephone and
related equipment for small systems applications and home use.
An addition to this catalog is the
classified section.
Circle (104) on Reply Card

meters, electrometers/picoamA free data sheet describing long
meters, nanovoltmeters and strip industrial multiple outlet
sources. Each product section is strips is available from Perma
preceded by a selector guide. In Power Electronics. The data

4040 N. Nashville Ave., Chicago, IL 60634

Now call toll -free! 800-621.0105

RCA distributor and special products division has published a
chart of the Fastest Moving VHS
VCR Parts. This chart cross-references identification/stock numbers
of Magnavox, NAP, Panasonic and
Sylvania to RCA stock numbers in
order to expedite parts selection
for 100 of the industry's fastest moving mechanical and electrical
replacement parts for portable and
table -model VHS instruments.

considerations.
A new accessory section has
photos and descriptions of avail-

Your
ad gets
quick
results.
Advertise

sheet describes 10 Sockets Plus
outlet strip models, which provide
up to 24 outlets.
Circle (105) on Reply Card

MAKE SURE you get paid for every
inch of wire sold
EXACT MEASURING is a must when

you retail coaxial cables, audio
cables, and electronic/electrical
wires. You can work confidently and
quickly ... yet keep close control ...
with HYKON WIRE METERS and
REELS set up on a counter or as a
portable combo. Wire up to 1" diameter pulls from stock through the
meter onto take-up reel for neater
delivery. Write for details or call us at
AREA 216 821.2320

in

classifieds.

MANUFACTURING
Post Office Box 3800 -ET

Circle (32) on Reply Card
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CO.

Alliance,

OH

44601

Symptoms and cures compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles
1

Chassis- Admiral 4M10 chassis

1

i

Chassis- Admiral 4M10

2

PHOTOFACT-1522-1

PHOTOFACT -1522-1

AGC

SIZE

TP300

+33

R304

TO

0.022

TO R300

Q304

C601

4_1

10

180

C300

µF

12

nl

1-4-N

TO R612

OPENBAD

C305

470K

SOLDER

R320IïPEN

- Vertical lines near center of picture

Symptom

Cure-Check capacitor 0601, and replace it if open

PHOTOFACT

10K

BASE RETURN

R609

1800 o

Chassis-Samsung

I
1

C210

V

Symptom

FIRST VIDEO

470

200 k tt
R603

SUPPLY

TO Q200

R206

VERT

r

CT5C1

-

Chassis RCA CTC90
PHOTOFACT- 1710-2

3

- 2055-2

- Poor AGC, picture pulls and rolls

Cure-Check capacitor C305, and replace it if open
4

PART OF
FLYBACK
TO FLYBACK

CR404

1401

NO

-40

#10

Q404

V

CR406

HORIZ

NO

OUTPUT

C424
0.0033
1

1_

6k

+202
C414
0.003

C423

D404

0.0033
1

V

'j"
OPEN

I

WINDING

6kV

CR405

+27

ADD IF MISSING

V

OK

SYMPTOM- Narrow picture and excessive32kV HV
Cure- Install C424 if it was omitted. Also, change C971

Symptom- No sound and no raster
Cure-Check flyback pin 3 to ground, if open replace the

to 180K from 120K

flyback T401

-

Chassis RCA CTC81
PHOTOFACT -1572-2

-

Chassis RCA CTC90
PHOTOFACT -1710-2

5

+39.8

POWER TRANS

6

V

SOURCE

1201

(VERT

CR203

OUTPUTS)
C205 +

4000 µF

-40.9

V

TO

R204

CR202

R28

TO

R206

CAPACITANCE

V

SOURCE

4.752

P2-6
OPEN OR
REDUCED

40.2

V

SOURCE

2W
OPEN

TO

CR205

Symptom

- Height decreases every 8s regularly

Symptom

- No height

Cure-Check

Cure-Check the ripple at C205, and replace it if ripple is

R28, and replace

it:

if open

excessive (high ripple varies the supply voltage to the
vertical -output transistors)

J

MI»
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Marketplace
Put Professional Knowledge and a

COLLEGE DEGREE
in your Electronics Career through

HOME
STUDY

Digital multimeter
Philmetrie has expanded its
multimeter product group with the
10A -range, 31/2 -digit LCD readout,
side-positioned push-button model
MD 210.

The entry has a projected
2000 -hour battery life and 0.25%
do accuracy. It provides a selection
of 34 ranges and carries a 200µA
scale for ac/dc readings.
Equipped with a 9V battery and

Earn Your

DEGREE
No commuting to class. Study at your
own pace, while continuing your present
job. Learn from easy -to-understand lessons, with help from your home-study
instructors whenever you need it.
In the Grantham electronics program,
you first earn your A.S.E.T. degree, and
then your B.S.E.T. These degrees are accredited by the Accrediting Commission
of the National Home Study Council.
Our free bulletin gives full details of
the home -study program, the degrees
awarded, and the requirements for each
degree. Write for Bulletin in T-83.

safety guard test leads to deter
shock hazard, the MD 210 features
ac and do current range from 0 to
10A in six steps - 0-10A,
0-2000mA,

0-200mA,

0-20mA,

clude 304, 404, 504, 750, 1004,
1750, 2804, 3004, 3204 and 4804Hz
at -0 to + 5% accuracy.
Circle (77) on Reply Card

Soldering aids

Grantham College of Engineering
2500 So. LaCienega Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90034
ATTENTION

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS
Highly Effective Home Study BSEE Degree Program for Experienced Electronic Technicians
Our New Advanced Placement Program grants
Credit for previous Schooling & Professional Experience. Advance Rapidly, Our 36th Year!

,

FREE DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE!

Cook's Institute of Electronics Engineering
DESK T5

.

PO. BOX 20345, JACKSON, MS 39209

Circle (34) on Reply Card

Test Equipment-Kit or Assembled
FUNCTION GENERATOR Kit $59.95
Auto -Ranging Cap -meter kit $79.95

209-772-2076

Phone

0-2mA and 0-200µA. Resistance
range is 0 to 2000 with a maximum
of 200ko. Resolution ranges from
100nA to 100µA and to 10mA. Input impedance is 10MO for voltage
Circle (76) on Reply Card

Circle number or phone for catalog.

contains
TEST &

EXPERIMENTERS

EQUIP.

The model 699 master soldering
aid kit is available from Deseo Industries. This 42 -piece kit contains
one of each soldering aid tool from
Deseo. Tools included are 24 double -ended soldering aids, six stainless steel scriber probes, two double -ended scriber probes and 10
hardwood or nylon probes and
soldering aids.
Circle (78) on Reply Card

ranges.

KIT Catalog

FREE

tion tester that includes a trans mission line test set, 10 -tone generator and a volt -ohmmeter. The
model 3 is designed for installation
or repair service measurement of
power influence, circuit noise, circuit loss or line milliamp checks on
telephone company or privately installed cable systems.
The 10 -tone, sine -wave generator set permits loop -around test
capability where no tone is available. Measurements are achieved
by simultaneous sending and receiving with the model 3 "talking
to itself." Frequency ranges in-

Telephone loop tester
The model 3 loop tester introduced by Triplett is a multifunc- .

Video vector display
Leader Instruments has introduced the LB0-51M-V vector dis play. The LB0-51M-V is driven by
R-Y and B -Y video signals from a
precision chroma decoder or Tek -

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

DAGE

BOX 144 VALLEY SPRINGS CA 9525:.`

Circle (35) on Reply Card
Send for our FREE 1983 Catalog of Computer Peripherals,

FREE CATALOG

,®
f

Software, Electronics Kits,

HARD -TO-FIND PRECISION TOOLS

Ill I
mpai

'í

1

JENSEN TOOLS INC.
7815 5

IC's, Components and Unique
Products.

Lists more than 2000 items: pliers, tweezers.
wire strippers, vacuum systems, relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits and cases. Send for
your free copy today!

45Th STREET

phOENIx AZ 85040

CHANEY

electronics Inc.

Electronic Servicing & Technology

DENVER, COLORADO 80227

3034814750
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SATELLITE TV VIEWERS

Get the most complete weekly listings
Send SI for sample

308, Fortuna, Callforn,a 95540
(U.S.) 100 -SM -1717 (Calif.)

35$-!!0/

(all others)
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WE HAVE A LOT
TO BRAG ABOUT AT
ORA ELECTRONICS
ONE HOUR

LOWER

ORIGINAL

SHIPPING

PRICES

PARTS

Other
companies
brag about 24 -hour
shipping, but we at ORA
Electronics have the best
shipping time in the industry.
ONE HOUR that means that
you can have that important
part in your hands as early as
the next day.

Other companies
lower the price on some
items and advertise them
heavily. We at ORA Electronics
have a lower overall price-and
yes, you'll like OUR total better!

ORA Electronics offers you only
original semiconductors, no

-

"replacements" or "substitutes"
or "almost the same" parts.
Some other companies re -label
their parts. When you order
from us, you can be sure that
every semiconductor you buy
is a prime grade, ORIGINAL,
tested part.

FREE

SHIPPING

HIGH
IN -STOCK
RATIO

Only ORA

ORA Electronics
has the highest "in stock" ratio
in the industry (95%). The
average stocking ratio in the
business is 75%. That means
less back orders or "out of
stock" items when you order
from us!

BETTER
SERVICE

Electronics offers free shipping
for prepaid orders (in the
continental U.S.A.). For COD,
charge and open account orders,
we charge only actual shipping
costs, no handling charges
whatsoever!
.

TWO
YEAR
WARRANTY
All ORA Electronics' semi-

Nobody offers better service
than ORA Electronics that
includes packing, order handling,
customer service and quality
control. Our employees are
highly trained and experienced
to better serve you.

-

conductors and many other
products are guaranteed for two
full years. ORA Electronics
has the longest warranty in
the industry because we know
what we sell: prime grade
parts, and they are tested
for quality.

POPULAR
CATALOG
ORA Electronics'
catalog is the most copied catalog
in the industry. It's the easiest
to follow, the prices are not
confusing, and a comprehensive
index is included. Send for
your free copy today!
Call toll free: (800) 423-5336.
Calif. toll free: (800) 382-3663.
Non -order info: (213) 701-5850.
Local: (213) 701-5848.

ORA

ELECTRONICS
A ONISION OF

',WAWA

RESEARCH

COGP'JRNgN

"OUR SERVICE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE"
18215 PARTHENIA ST., NORTHRIDGE, CA 91325

Circle (39) on Reply Card
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tronix 650HR series picture monitor equipped with R-Y and B -Y
outputs.
Its 7.6 x 9.5cm display area has a
removable external vectorscope
graticule that may be imprinted
with user graphics. The 3MHz
bandwidth on the X and Y axis and
4MHz on the Z axis permits use of
the LBO -51M-V in a variety of vector, waveform, response curve and
alphanumeric display presentations.
Circle (80) on Reply Card

Logic analyzer
Tektronix has added the Sony/
Tektronix 318 and 338 logic analyzers to its 300 series. The 318
provides 16 parallel channels of
data acquisition at up to 50MHz.

The 338 delivers 32 channels at up
to 20MHz. Both models provide
glitch capture and three levels of
triggering. The models weigh 11
pounds each.
Many of the Sony-Tektronix 318/
338 functions were implemented in
three LSI gate arrays. One chip
uses 828 gates to implement counting, multiplexing and latching
operations. A second chip employs
797 gates to implement clocking,
timing and decoding functions. A
third chip implements display controller functions.

separators eliminate shorts between legs.
Circle (82) on Reply Card

Digital multimeter
Sperry Instruments has introduced its 34-range, 3112 -digit,
push-button digital multimeter,
model DM-3010.

Designed

1/2

Chip Clip
The Chip Clip from OK Industries attaches with a snap -action
locking ring that ensures reliable
contact with virtually no stress to
the tested device. The clamshell
design is spring loaded outwardly
rather than inwardly. Spacing is
regulated to ensure contact and attachment without undue strain on
the component. The body is made
of high -dielectric nylon, and contacts are hard gold plated. Molded

Maybe We're To Discrete
About Our Discrete Products
In

1N4148
1N4001
1N4002
1N4003

200mV/2/20/200/1000Vdc;

20 mV/ 2/20/200/750Vac;
200 A/2mA/20mA/200mA/20OOmA/10A ac and dc current; and

200/2K/20K/200K/2M/20M high
and low power ohms.
Circle (75) on Reply Card

Answers to quiz
From page 55.

1N4004
-1 N4005
1N4006
1N4007

$3.60/100
4.00/100
4.50/100
5.50/100

Transistor Specials
PN2222A
PN2907A
2N3904

58.00/100
8.00/100
12.00/100

2N3906
2N3055

$12.00/100
.65 ea.

Carbon Film Resistors
Watt

\
STOCKED

Diodes

IN

DEPTH

SCRs
Full Wave Bridges

$1.50/100

And the Old and Exotic!

All 5°° Values Available

We also purchase excess inventories.
Call Martha about your parts today!

Call Liz and ask
about her parts today!

"Have You Kissed Your Computer Lately

Components Express, Inc.
1380 E. Edinger e Santa Ana, Calif. 92705

.

41112

714/558-3972

TWX 910-595-1565. ADVACON SNA International Orders Welcome
Terms of Sale: Cash, Checks, Credit Cards, M.O., C.O.D. FOB Santa Ana.
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax.

Circle (40) on Reply Card
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resistors do not
have this band.
3. A It lowers the Q of the
tuned circuit and therefore increases its bandwidth.

If the arm is moved all
the way to point a, the
circuit is shorted. It has
the frequency characteristics of a piece of wire
(which is a very broad
bandwidth).

5°° Tolerance

Now Only

rent; potentiometers
control voltage.

4. C

Resistors
Transistors

Rheostats control cur-

2. D Older

Specializing in:

Lots of 100

$3.60/100
3.00/100
3.25/100
3.40/100

and

-inch, 31/2 -digit LCD display and
200 -hour battery life.
Ranges on the DM -3010 are

Circle (81) on Reply Card

1. A

Diode Specials

for field

laboratory work, the DM -3010
features a 10Aac/dc range;
UL1244-type test leads; 500Vac/dc
protection on resistance ranges;
overload protection on ranges;

5. A
6. B
7. E On the CET

test you may
find the color that represents seven described as
purple or violet.
8. B The resistor protects the
diode against high current during the initial
charge of the filter capacitors.
9. B Maximum power will occur when R = 6051.
10. B There are still a few
questions on tubes in the
CET test.

"The Deluxe II"

Is The Ultimate In UHF Sine Wave

Converter Technology
PC BOARD & PLANS
With purchase of

COMPLETE SET OF PARTS

$200

&

ENCLOSURE

The latest state of th - art eRectronics combined with the excelllen a In printed circuit
manufacturing creat.es this hiqh performance UHF Sine Wave Contketer kit that outperforms the imitations by a long shat.
Engineered for reliable stability_ ar outstandi
reception clarity, uninterrupted modulated
audio anc fully illustrated in
ti s with th
ateur in mind.

TOLL FREE
BETA ELECTRONICS, 1700 E. DESERT INN ROAD, SUITE 222, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, 89109
QTY

DESCRIPTION OF ITEM
PC BOARD, PLANS, PARTS & ENCLOSURE

PARTS & ENCLOSURE ONLY
PC BOARD & PLANS ONLY

-

COST
EACH

SHIPPING
EACH

$152.99
$132.99
$30.00

$4.95
$4.95
$1.50

PLEASE
PRINT CLEARLY
SEND THIS
ORDER FORM

$

TOTAL

ADDRESS

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

CITY/STATE/ZIP

0

TOTAL

1

GRAND
NAME

1-800-782-2701

ORDER DATE
MO.

VISA

D MST.

CARD

CARD NO.

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY MONEY ORDERS OR CERTIFIED CHECKS PREFERRED

DAY

YR.

EXP. DATE

---

PERSONAL CHECKS ALLOW 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
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Opportunity knocks.
The professional world of the Electronics Service Dealer is rough.
That's why we're working so hard to make it easier for you to operate
NESDA offers substantial savings on bank a cost effective business.
card and insurance rates, business contacts, technical and management
certification, and that's just the beginning.

Our members are kept informed about industry developments, and
are offered the most comprehensive managerial and technical training

Don't let it

programs available. Opportunity knocks.

pass

you by.

For more information about the National Electronics Service Dealers
Association, write to: NESDA, 2708 W. Berry St., Ft. Worth, TX 76109.

NAME
FIRM NAME
Member of State

FIRM ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

-

CABLE CONVERTERS, DECODERS. Free catalog!
6-83-12t
APS, POB 263, Newport, Rl 02840.

Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.

SUBSCRIPTION TV MANUAL, covers all three major
scrambling systems, only $12.95. Includes theory, circuits,. waveforms and trouble shooting hints. Save
your VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES on EPROM with our
EPROM duplicator. Plans $9.95. Catalogue $2.00,
refundable. RANDOM ACCESS, Box 41770A, Phoenix,
8-83-tfn
AZ 85080.

For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding
(blind ads), there is an additional charge of $3.00 per
Insertion to cover department number, processing of
replies, and mailing costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of any
products regularly produced by manufacturers unless
used and no longer owned by the manufacturer or
distributor.

2SC1172B's, 50 LOTS -$1.69; 2SC1308K's, original
Sanyos, 50 lots-$1.99; Cheater cords, 25 lots -35e;
poi- and non-polarized. 1,000 ft. reels of RG 59 U. Coax
Cable-$39/roll. Minimum order $75. Redcoat Electronics, 104-20 68th Drive, Forest Hills, NY 11375,
10.82-tfn
212-459-5088.

FOR SALE
SCRAMBLED TELEVISION, encoding/decoding. New
book. Theory/circuits, $9.95 plus $1 shipping. Workshop, Box 393ES, Dept. E, Bethpage, NY 11714.7.80 -tin
TUBES FOR TV AND RADIO -356 ea. Washington TV
Service, 1330 E. Florence Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90001.
1-83-12t

Use ES&T

classified ads
62
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ELECTRONIC SURPLUS: CLOSEOUTS, LIQUIDA.
TIONSI Parts, equipment stereo, industrial educational. Amazing values! Fascinating items unavailable
in stores or catalogs anywhere. Unusual FREE catalog
6.78 -tin
ETCO-011, Box 762, Plattsburgh, NY 12901.

-

SPRING SPECIALS on Popular Electrolytics
40/450V 756; 80/450V -85e; 100/450V -956 200/
300V-$1.05. Quantity 20 lot only. Minimum order of
$50. SUPER SPECIALS. Bulk Zenith safety capacitors
800.880, 12 lot only $2.50 each. REDCOAT ELECTRONICS, 104-20 68th Drive, Forest Hills, NY 11375,
10.82-tfn
212-459-5088.

-

September 1983

REPLACEMENT

COLOR YOKES -DEALERS

ONLY.

Zenith 95-2501.2532.2887 etc. $22.95. Magnavox
361380-1 etc. $24.95. Sylvania $24.95. American-made
fuses in bulk -example 3AG 2 regular price .23 each our
price .12 each. Factory packaged GE transistors at
discounts. Example GE -20 regular price $1.10 our
price .65. Request circular on your letterhead. David
Sims Enterprises, Inc., 665 East Jericho Tpke., Huntington Sta., NY 11746, 800-645-5030, NY State (516)
549-3925-1592.

10-82-tfn

5.83-tf n

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 50
cents per word, each Insertion, and must be accompanied by payment to insure publication.

Minimum classified charge $10.00.

Assn.

PHONE

ZIP

COMPLETE JERROLD WIRELESS REMOTE/DESCRAMBLER full warranty, $159.00. Complete Oak
descramblers, full warranty, $169. Trap/filters in line
type, $49, 2 min. installation, SG613 transistors, only
$6.99. Original Toshiba 2SC1172B, only $1.99 with
hardware. 100/450, 80/480, 200/300, 40/450, 25 1st only
$1 each mixed or single lot. Super special while they
last 800-860 41 each safety caps Zenith type, 10 lot only $2.50. Bulk 2SC1172B only 50 lot, $1.69. Redcoat
Electronics, 104.20 -68th Drive, Forest Hills, NY
11374, (212) 459-5088.

Local

TUBES-Receiving, Industrial and Semi -conductors,
factory boxed. Free price list. Low; low prices.
TRANSLETERONIC INC., 1365-39th Street, Brooklyn,
NY 11218E, 800.221-5802, 212.633-2800.

5.82 -tin

TV TROUBLE ANALYSIS TIPS. Over
remedies by circuit area; tough ones
Save time and money. Send $12.50 to
Grandview Rd., Chanhassen, MN

300 symptoms/

over the years.
CHAN TV, 8151
55317, 5-82 -tin

PRINTED CIRCUIT boards from your sketch or artwork. Affordable prices. Also fun kit projects. Free
details. DANOCINTHS INC. Dept. ES, Box 261,
5 -81 -tin
Westland, MI 48185.

SONY -PANASONIC -RCA-ZENITH -EXACT REPLACEMENT PARTS -LARGE INVENTORIES -SEND PART OR
MODEL NUMBERS -WILL UPS OR COD -GREEN TELE RADIO DISTRIBUTORS, 172 SUNRISE HIGHWAY,
5.82 -tin
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570.

AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement parts:
Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford, Motorola, Panasonic and
many others. Large inventory. Laran Electronics, Inc.,
3768 Boston Road, Bronx, NY 10469. (212) 881-9600,
5.79-tí
out of New York State (800)223-8314.
COLOR PICTURE TUBES direct from manufacturer.
Prices from $55 to $75 exchange. One year warranty.
Send your old tube ups to ATOLL Color Tubes, 6425
West Irving Park, Chicago, Illinois 60634. Phone:
312-545-6667. We also sell equipment for rebuilding

CRT's.

9-83-3t

Bus. Opportunity (Cont.)

FOR SALE (CONT.)
ATTENTION TECH/SHOP OWNERS-Profits getting
smaller with increasing cost of parts? Take advantage
of our buying power and huge Inventory on well known
electronic products and replacement parts. Prices
below dealer cost. Write for information. United Services Assoc., Old Grand Union Shopping Ctr., Rt. 9W,
Stony Point, N.Y. 10980, 914.942.2173.
7.83-tfn

"TELEVISION PLUS authorized
8 -Manufactures, EVE 516 599-4374."

service center

HIGH PROFITS-LOW INVESTMENT: with our CRT
rebuilding equipment. Complete training and
technical assistance. Guaranteed result. Atoll Television, 6425 W. Irving Park, Chicago, Illinois 60634; PH
312-545-6667.

CB RADIO BOOKS, kits, modifications. Catalog $1.00
refundable. APS, POB 283, Newport, RI 02840. 6-83-12t

TV/FM

SWEEPIMARKER GENERATORS: Sencore
SM -152, cost $450, sell $195. Leader LSW-333, cost
$775, sell $495. Spectrum Analyzer, Polarad SA -84W,
10MHz to 40GHz, $295. Barlowe, Box 293, Bethpage,
NY 11714.

9-83-1t

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SALES AND SERVICE
OPERATION available; Over .2 million gross 1982;
Thirteen years in area with excellent growth and high
visibility. Audio/Video Sales and Servicenter, 26837
Bouquet Canyon Road, Saugus, California 91350,
805-255-5562.
9-83-3t

TELEVISION SALES á SERVICE, Established 1941,
owner retiring, $20,000 and will lease building. Phone
919-835-2302. Elkin, North Carolina, Nites only. 9-83-2t
PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT: Small or

Medium Plant Operation. Production Capability

-12

to 28 High Quality Tubes Dally. Call or write: TELECO,
2810 E. Busch Blvd., Tampa, FL 33612, 813.935-4002.
9-83-2t
NEW RADIO-Television tubes, some old and scarce
types. Also radio-TV schematics for sets since 1946.
Send a large S.A.S.E. to Maurer TV, 29 South 4th
Street, Lebanon, PA 17042.
9.83 -lt

ANTIQUE RADIO CATALOG: 16 pages of tubes, parts,
literature and more. Send $1.00 to Antique Electronic
Supply, 1725 W. University, Suite #2, Tempe, AZ 85281.
9-83.1 t

ADVENT VIDEO PARTS and service available from
professional electronics. Call 504-467-1717 for further
information.
9.83.3t
TV SHOP CLOSE-OUT: all equipment two years old.
Sencore VA48 Video Analyzer, CR31 Super Mack,
Powerite Isolation, CA55 Cap Analyzer, MU150 Tube
Checker, B&K 1820 Frequency Counter, 10J106 RCA

Test

Jig-Many adapters. Best offer,

206-473-1161.

9-83-1t

Color

HELP WANTED
TV, VCR & STEREO TECHNICIANS NEEDED. Live and

work In sunny Orlando Florida near Disney World.
Modern well equipped shop with latest test equipment. Full benefits. Non-smokers preferred. Opportunity of a lifetime! Call CHRISTIAN TV & STEREO
SERVICE, 305-293-7288 TODAY!

9-83-21

8-83-3t

RAMPART SECURITY SYSTEMS DEALERS' sales are
booming. The Rampart Franchise Program offers
ENORMOUS PROFIT POTENTIAL PLUS EXCITING
RESIDUAL INCOME. Our success and reputation are a
result of a total business format approach for the EXPLODING alarm market. Product, marketing and
management training with complete backup has
made success a reality for over 70 dealers. No experience necessary just a strong desire to succeed. Investment only $15,000 backed by inventory. Call Bob
Pollack (800) 523-8002 or write RAMPART INDUSTRIES,
INC., 1 Oxford Valley, Suite 317,
Langhorne, PA 19047.
8-83-tf n

Reader
Service
Number
19 All

37

40
41

34
9

35
21

shop building with separate three bedroom home.
Write -435 Catamaran Dr. #58, Merritt Island, FL

11

30
20

Easily expanded to sales, etc. In good building,
reasonable rent, includes stock of parts-new and
used. Approx, 1500 Sams, equipment to operate, no
trucks. Owners Canadians, need to return this year,
$12,000. Cash only. Phone 615-477-8628.
9-83lt

17

WANTED
WANTED FOR CASH: 50, 53, 6AF6, 6HU8, 304TL,
4CX1000A, 4-1000A, all transmitting, special purpose
tubes of ElmacNarian. DCA, Inc., 10 Schuyler Avenue,
North Arlington, New Jersey 07032. Toll Free (800)

NRI

5.82 -tin

Co.
16

12
33
39

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
25

older arcade games into the newer money -making
models, complete Info $5.00 (refunded on first order)
autonetic electronics, 3832 ell's, corona ca 91720.
9-83-1t
SPEAKER RECONINO: Most makes, sizes, modela.
For prompt service send to Mercury Speaker Reconing, 2018 W. Division St., Chicago, Illinois, 60622; (312)
278-2211.
9.83-tfn

.... 25-26

NATESA
NESDA
Nippon Shokuhin Sangyo

1

VIDEO CONVERSIONS-earn extra profit converting

Schools-

Electronics Division

31

TV TUNER REBUILDING BUSINESS, LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA 23 years same location, other interests,
requires sale very reasonable, (213) 342-4745. 7.83-lin

55
55
Easco Hand Tools, Inc.
20
Electronic Specialists, Inc.
56
Electronics Book Club
47
Global Specialties Corp.37-38, 45

Grantham College
of Engineering
58
32 Hykon Mfg. Co
56
36 Jensen Tools Inc
58
Leader Instruments Corp. .27-28
4,5 MCM Electronics
1,5

TUNER TECHNICIAN must have minimum of 5 years
experience on tuner bench. Must know varactor and
conventional tuners. Located In Dallas Texas area.
Pay is $5.00 per tuner. (817) 834-8201.
9-83-21

11-82-tfn

Equipment
48
Precision
19
Beta Electronics
61
Chaney Electronics
58
Chemtronics, Inc.
27-28
Cleveland Institute
of Electronics
27-28
Components Express
60
Consolidated
Electronics
37-38, 64
Cook's Institute of
Electronics Engineering ...58
The Cooper Group
15
D.A.T.A. Books
25-26
Dage Scientific
Instruments
58
Digitron
Electronics Corp.
48

29 EPS
ETA

9-83-1 t

FOR SALE: TV ELECTRONIC SERVICE BUSINESS,
located In East Tenn. on busy highway between two
cities. Husband-wife team grossed over $50,000 in 82.

9-83.11

NORWALK, CALIFORNIA ESTABLISHED TV AND
STEREO SERVICE AND SALES very busy money
maker, excellent location, low rent, very good. lease,
2300 square feet, 10 minutes to beaches and Los
Angeles. $40,000 includes inventory, large enough for
living quarters, owner retiring, phone 213-863-1919.

46
54

10 B&K

CENTRAL FLORIDA, RCA, Zenith Sales and Service.
High growth area, $170,000.00 Gross. Will sell or lease

526-1270.

Electronics Corp.

28 Antsco Corp
22 Automated Production

LEARN TO REPAIR HOME VIDEO GAMES IN YOUR
OWN SHOP! Did you know that more than 9 million
HOME VIDEO games have been sold? Now you can
learn to repair! Atari, Coleco, Intellivision, or Atari
400/800 computers in your own shop. Our courses are
taught on VIDEO TAPE (Beta or VHS) and come with a
manual containing all the necessary technical information you will need to do repairs. For more information or to order, call: Electronic institute (800) 221-0834
(outside N.Y.) or (212) 377-0369 (in N.Y.) Customized
live in shop training courses are also available, call for
more information and price schedules.
7-83-tfn

32952.

Page

Number

39-40

North American Philips
43
Oelrich Publications
56
Omintron Electronics
21
Optima Electronics
42
Ora Electronics
59
PTS Corp.
IFC
Pace
37-38
Philips ECG
17
Primefax
39-40, 50
RCA Distributor &

To get more
information...

38
2,3
6

Special Products
12-13, 22
RCA Technical Publications ..23
RNJ Electronics
39-40
Howard W. Sams & Co.
41
Satellite TV Week
58
Sencore
25-26, BC
Simpson Electric Co
7

13

Soltec

14

on items advertised or described in this publication, use
the Reader Service Card.
As a free service for our
readers, we forward your inquiry to the product's manufacturer. Reader Service Card
is pre -addressed.

54
62

24

23 A.W. Sperry

Instruments Inc
27 The Superior Electric Co.

49
52
42

TCG/New-Tone Electronics
TeleMatic Div. of
U.X.L. Corp
46
7 Thordarson Meissner Inc
9
24 Wahl Clipper Corp
50
29,22 Winegard Co
11,51
Zenith Radio Corp.
IBC
18
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ConsolkicitcxJ Electronks. Inc.

CEI

LCD 31/2 DIGIT DMM
E.T.

0.5" LCD display
DC input impedance 10M ohm
DC 100uV, 100mA, 0.1 ohm

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

resolution
DCA up to 10A
Auto polarity
Diode & hFE transistor tests
Low battery indicator
Overload protection

SPECIFICATIONS: Ranges: DCV:

200mV, 2, 20, 200, 1000V. ACV: 200,
1000V. DC CURRENT: 200u, 2m,
20m, 200m, 10A. RESISTANCE: 2K,
20K, 200K, 2M ohm. Accuracy: DCV:
±0.5%(200mV), í0.8%(2V up)
of full scale. ACV & DC CURRENT:
±1.2% of full scale. RESISTANCE:

PART NO

CE -537

±1%.

Size: 7" x 31/." x
Weight: 16 oz.

ONLY

11/2"

PLEASE
SPECIFY SIZE
WHEN ORDERING.
MEN'S S,M,L,XL

$39.95

YOUR COMPLETE ELECTRONIC PARTS SOURCE!
REPLACEMENT STYLUS FOR

2SC1172B
HORIZONTAL OUTPUT
TRANSISTOR
SIMILAR TO ECG® 238

M44-7
SHURE
PART NO.
N-44
REPLACEMENT STYLUS FOR

V15-AT2
PICKERING
NO.

ALSO
REPLACES:
ECG 165
C1172B
C1174
C1295
C1413A

01309

D350
D368
D627

C1875
C1893
C1922
C1942
C1894
D200

0649

D201
C1358
D348
C1454
ECG is a registered trademark

D380
D663
D869
D870

$1.79 $1.95
100 -up

10-99

SEMI SPECIALS
PART NO.

MIN. 10

D613
C1306
C1307
C1226
AN214

50e

95.
$1.75
40.
$1.25

PART

$3.90

$3.50

V-15

(1-9)

(10 or more)

REPLACEMENT FOR

ADC QLM 30 MK

111

PART NO.

$5.95

CE -487

(1-9)

FCC Approved
Bell Type Ringer

European Style
Automatic Redial
Almond Colored
PART NO.

7EI-100 $27.95
1-4

$24.95
5 -up

CONSOLIDATED
ELECTRONICS
INCORPORATED

80r

.,toe.

41 -

OHIO WATS LINE
IN DAYTON OHIO CALL 252-5662

705 WATERVLIET AVE., DAYTON OHIO 45420

CALL TOLL FREE TODAY!
Circle (41) on Reply Card

Electronic Servicing & Technology

,-xz
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SEE MORE TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES IN OUR NEW CATALOG

adamta-

64

$4.95
(10 or more)

CONTIPHONE-

MINIMUM $10 ORDER
NO MIXED QUANTITIES

1-8C NAT. WATS LINE

3-5 gm. tracking
50-18K frequency response
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Year in and year out, Zenith's remanufacturing
business gets bigger and bigger. And 1983
appears to be no exception.
That is why we are forecasting our re -

We got bigger because

we're better.

76

77 78

79 80

81

82

Now we're better
because we're bigger.

manufacturing business this year to be bigger
than last year. Our remanufacturing business
next year to be bigger than this year. And
our remanufacturing business in the foreseeable
future to be bigger and better each
succeeding year.
But it's one thing to forecast and quite
another to increase production year after year.
That's why we at Zenith are thinking in terms
of larger facilities and newer techniques in
remanufacturing to meet the demand of the
marketplace.
You should be as ready, willing and eager to
look into the future as we have and, having seen
the kind of growth we anticipate, position yourself as we have to meet and capitalize on it.
Right now you should be in the habit of
purchasing a Zenith repaired and reconditioned
replacement at your participating Zenith
distributor's with an exchange allowance in
most instances for every tired and worn-out
module, tuner, channel selector and subassembly you remove from a Zenith TV.
Exchanging with your Zenith distributor
is the one sure way to receive a genuine Zenith
replacement part repaired, reconditioned and
serviced for reliability by people as knowledgeable as those who made the original. And also
a replacement updated to incorporate the latest
factory technical improvements.
Make sure you are taking advantage of
your participating Zenith
distributor's exchange
program. Call now and tell
the Zenith Parts
Manager we

--

sent you!

Zenith Radio Corporation/Service, Parts & Accessories Division
11000 Seymour Avenue /Franklin Park, Illinois 60131

FMfrAr
The quality goes in before the name goes on

WAVEFORM ANALYZER

SENCORE MODEL SC61

Double Your Troubleshooting and Testing
Productivity.. . Or Your Money Back!
Six-dig( readout:

Automatically tracks every
CRT test. We call it
digital autotracking.
It's patent pending.
DIGITAL
NEaDOU

VOL TSIO141810

CHANNEL A
!MK.

VERTICAL
POSITION

o

Bright dual -trace CRT:

-3

60 MHz (
dB), 100
MHz (-12 dB).

INPUT COUPLING

10p

either Channel A or B.

AC

DC

Autotracking DCV, PPV,
Freq: Measure DCV to
.5%; PPV to2°/D;
freq. to .001 %. Just
push a button for

AS

RFAODIREC

FOAM Ofesi

One probe input:

VOLTSNIMsION

Dcv

lime, Freq:
Measure any part of a
waveform for PPV,
time or frequency
using Delta measurements. Just dial in the
waveform section
you want to measure
and push.
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TRIGGER
SOURCE
CNR
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Super sync: ECL

POLARITY

ENSI,r

CHAN

CHAN

ASP

VEC I011

TOC

provides rock -solid
sync trigger circuits
with only 4 controls;
includes TV sync
separators for video
work.

s

Simplify Freq ratio tests:

Automatically
compare input/output
ratio of multiply/divide
stages from 1:1 to
1:999,999 with the
push of a button.

GROUND

EIVCG7F=tE

MODEL SC61

N

One
probe input per
channel for all
measurements digital and scope h 5 mV to 2000 V
measuring range. (2
lo-cap probes
provided.)

AVEFORM ANALYZER

U.S. Patent Pending
Financing Available

The first scope with push button
digital readout. If you use general
purpose oscilloscopes for troubleshooting or testing, we can double
your present productivity with the
SC61 Waveform Analyzer, the first
instrument to turn every conventional
scope measurement into an
automatic digital readout.
No more graticule counting.
Connect only one probe to view
any waveform to 100 MHz. Then, just
push a button to read DCV, PPV,
frequency and time
automatically!
There are no graticules to count or
calculations to make, which speeds
every measurement.
The digital readout is from 10 to
10,000 times more accurate as well.
Plus you have everything you want
to know about a test point, at the
push of a button, which speeds
troubleshooting tremendously.

-

A special Delta function even lets
you intensify parts of a waveform and
digitally measure the PPV, time or
frequency for just that waveform
section.
And it's neat. No more tangled
leads, piles of probes or dangling
cords. The SC61 is an entire test
station in one unit.
The one and only. There are other
scopes with digital readout, but none
of them completely automate every
conventional scope measurement so
you can automatically analyze any
waveform without counting one
single graticule. Totally automatic
waveform analyzing at the push of a
button. It will make all the difference
in your productivity.
Double your productivity. When
we say the SC61 will double your
productivity, we're being
conservative. We've seen cases of
For Information Circle (2) on Rroly Card
For Demonstration Circle
oiy Card

three, four, even ten time increases
in productivity with this first -of -its kind, automated oscilloscope. Every
situation is different, however, so try
the SC61 and judge for yourself.
Here's our offer.
Money back guarantee. If the
SC61 does not at least double your
productivity during the first thirty
days, you may return it for a full
refund, including freight both ways.
Call today. Get the entire SC61
Waveform Analyzer story. Call toll free today, and ask for our eight page
color brochure. It could be the most
productive call you make this year!

Phone Toll -Free

1-800-843-3338
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada and
South Dakota call collect

NCOR

(605)339-0100

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107

